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The
We Value

of dollars a year on com
mercially-driven products.
Our society has fostered
such behavior in our youth,
who have come to measure
items and fashion as a sing
of social status. Now is the
time to correct this pattern
of thought because today's
children are tomorrow's
consumers.
Now is the time to
teach children the meaning
of financial literacy; a
monetary term dealing with
teaching'the importance of
saving, credit and banking
services. It is an important
concept whether we're talk
ing about music, clothes, or
make-up, she says;
It
applies to such things as
how young people who are
not old enough for the
workforce, spend money. It
is amazing, the power that
they have in convincing
educated responsible adults
in buying gadgets and
things that many of us do
hot know how to operate.
Financial literacy has
nothing to d,o with race, it
is a skill that needs to. be
learned by all children. It
must be taught an early
age. Failure to do so, is a
disservice to children; -a
wasted opportunity to teach
them • such words as
"expensive,"
and
the
phrase, "It's not in the
budget?' Children need
help in learning to make
wise purchasing decisions.
They need consistent guid
ance in learning to know
the difference between
wants and needs; Parental
attention in this regard is an
opportunity for parents to
teach children the value of
patience and the long range
benefits of dealing with
delayed
gratification.
Parents can help, children
by teaching them how to
plan and save for future
wants.
Lessons in money
management give children
a sense of value of the dol
lar and the incentive to
build a credit ration. Ex
posure to banking practices
at an early age is not Unlike

Financial
continued on pg. 5

See our new Real Estate Listings
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Floods Ravage New Orleans

Financial Literacy
And Today’s Children

by Rosalie Peck
Challenger Correspondent
Today's children are
light years ahead of previ
ous generations in terms of
sophistication when it
comes to such things, as
computers and other mod
ern inventions. However,
do young people under
stand the power they have
in directing money and
how it is spent? Do they
know the value of money in
terms of priority and its
goal-directed use within
the family unit? Are we
teaching them the value of
money? In early childhood,
it is important for children
to learn the difference
between needs and wants,
and the importance of sav
ing vs. spending.
This is where parental
responsibility comes in,
says Valerie Hendriex,
Community Development
Officer and financially
astute young woman of St.
Petersburg, who, offers the
following advice and infor
mation to help parents
teach their children the
priceless lesson of thrift; a
lesson which if taught at an
early age, can set the stage
for future responsibility
and sound financial footing
for their young ones.
Ms. Hendriex has
observed that young people
of today have power over
the type of music played
over our airways; the types
of clothing stores carry and
even the design of automo
biles. Marketing, she says,
is driven by the behavior of
the mighty dollar; and
young people, .mainly the
ones too young for the
work force, spend billions
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Valerie Hendriex,
Community Development
Officer
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Vin Duckworth, left, Jonathan Harvey, center, and Leonard Harvey paddle a row boat
through a flooded street in their Gulfport, Miss, neighborhood after Hurricane Katrina
struck the Gulf Coast Monday, Aug; 29,2005. (AP Photo/John Bazemore)
bv Guy Gugliotta and Peter
Whoriskev
Washington Post Staff
Writers
NEW
ORLEANS,
Aug. 30-Two levees burst
Tuesday, flooding, .the city
of New Orleans in the
aftermath of Hurricane
Katrina, which had already
leveled much..of the Gulf
Coast from L&uisiana to

The flooding showed
that the damage from the
historic hurricane that hit
early Monday with 145mph winds was only just
beginning. Rescuers in
boats pushed aside the dead
floating in the brown,
churning waves to reach
survivors
trapped
on
rooftops as authorities
urged residents to flee.

Darrell and Britney Maryland watch flood waters rise in
New Orleans. (AP)

Alabama in one of the
nation's worst natural dis
asters.

While Katrina flooded
the bowl that is New
Orleans, its winds and 25-

foot storm surge killed an
estimated 110 people in
Mississippi. An oil plat
form, torn from its moor
ings in the Gulf, beached
near Dauphin Island, Ala.
The devastation stretched
across three states, with the
hurricane shredding water
front hotels, toppling con
crete bridges and injuring
countless people.
Communication was
sporadic or * nonexistent.
Nearly 3 million people
were without electricity
and
drinking
water;
Interstates across Lake
Ppntchartrain were bat
tered, buckled and broken,
and most other roads also
were impassable more than
a day after Katrina had
passed by as a Category 4
hurricane — one of the
strongest ever to hit the
continental United States.
Although
Katrina's
winds had fallen to 35 mph

Katrina Shuts Panhandle
Bridges, Knocks Out Power,
Erodes Beaches

Bv Bill Kaczor
Associated Press Writer
PENSACOLA, Fla. (AP)
- The storm-weary Florida
Panhandle avoided a direct hit
Monday from Hurricane
Katrina, but the .outer fringes
still closed bridges, flooded
streets, knocked out power
and eroded beaches.
Katrina, which killed 11
people when it struck South
Florida last week, made land
fall about 6:10 am. CDT near
Buras, La., in the Mississippi
Delta, about 165 miles south
west of Pensacola The 145mph winds at its core sent
water from the Gulf of
Mexico crashing onto barrier
islands in the Panhandle,
10 which is still recovering from
Hurricanes Ivan and Dennis.

"It's a totally different
kind of a storm," said
Escambia County Sheriff Ron
McNesby. "You don't have
the same things out there to
destroy now that you would
have'just in a once-every-fiveyear storm. Most of the weak
ened
structures
were
destroyed by the second
storm." McNesby announced
a 4 p.m. to 10 p.m. curfew at
least for one night
The Panhandle was hit
with tropical storm force gusts
of up to 59 mph, scattered
rain, a storm surge of at least
six feet and high waves. Those
conditions continued through
most of the day before the*
huge storm finally cleared the
Gulf Coast
Retired Army Sgt. lst

Class Warren Harding, 69, and
his wife, Joanne, 68, a real
estate broker, rode out the
storm in their 9th floor condo
minium apartment here over
looking storm-tossed Pen
sacola Bay. After Ivan severe
ly damaged their building they
moved to Henderson, Neveda,
but returned here a few days
ago to do some repairs on their
unit, which they plan to rent
out, and help a friend with a
real estate deal. "We're too
old; we've had enough ofthis,"
Joanne Harding said. ”1 feel
so sorry for those people in
New Orleans. There's going to
be such devastation."
Florida Gov. Jeb Bush
said that since his state has
escaped the worst part of this
storm and has gotten good at

Total destruction letf behind after Katrina rumbled throuth New Orleans

Tuesday, downgrading the
storm to a tropical depres
sion, forecasters predicted
it could drop as much as
eight inches of rain in
Tennessee and the Ohio
Valley' as it headed north.
Oil prices rose above $70 a
barrel for the second day in
a row in markets nervous
about the future of the
Gulfs refineries and oil
rigs?
Seven
offshore
drilling platforms lost their
moorings off the Louisiana
coast, and oil companies
were sending tugs to corral
them before they smashed
into production platforms,
said l^elsdn Robinson, a
weather consultant for the
companies.
In New Orleans, floodwaters breached the city’s
storied levees to flood
entire districts in a swamp
of dirty water "We proba
bly have 80 percent of our
city" submerged, New
Orleans Mayor Ray Nagin

responding to hurricanes,
emergency workers and other
officials were ready to help
neighboring states. The state
was also prepared to send
equipment if needed and
Florida hospitals would be
ready to accept out-of-state
patients,
"Everything we got here
that we don't need," will be
made available to Louisiana,
Mississippi and Alabama,
Bush said.
Escambia County, which
includes Pensacola, arid
neighboring Santa Rosa
County were hard-hit by Ivan
last September and Dennis on
July 10. Debris from those
storms was still piled up and
many buildings remained in
various stages of destruction
and repair as Katrina struck.
Authorities early Monday
closed the Interstate 1.0 bridge
over Escambia Bay, which
was severely damaged by
Hurricane
Ivan
last
September, and the U.S. 98

told television station Katrina's arrival Monday.
WWL early Tuesday. Even as the floodwaters
"Within some Sections of rose, looters roamed the
our city, the water is as city, sacking department
deep as 20 feet."
stores and grocery stores
As floodwaters rose, and floating their spoils
emergency
generators away in plastic garbage
began to drown and fail cans, watched unmolested
throughout the city. Tulane in many cases by patrolling
and
National
University. Hospital offi police
cials told CNN that they Guardsmen.
had lost a generator around
Nagin
told
the
midday, and floodwaters Associated Press that res
were causing the hospital cuers in boats were "just
to evacuate patients in heli 'pushing [corpses] aside" to
copters that landed on the get at survivors clinging to
hospital parking garage.
the roofs of houses.
Seyeral feet of water
Still, Gov. Kathleen
surrounded the relief center Babineaux Blanco (D) left
at the Louisiana Super- no doubt that her state's
dome, squelching em ordeal had only just begun.
ergency lighting. Already "The devastation is greater
without air conditioning, than our worst fears,"
apd with overflowing toi Blanco said early Tuesday.
lets and leaks in the roof, "It's just totally over
tfte 65,000-capacity down whelming." And though
town stadium became a fes Louisiana had not counted
tering hellhole for 10,000 its dead, she added, "we
people who had taken know many lives have been
refuge
there
before lost."

bridge across Pensacola Bay.
The latter was reopened
Monday night, but toe I-10
bridge remained closed at
least through Tuesday. Also,
toe eastbound lanes of toe
U.S. 90 bridge over the
Escambia River, toe only
other direct link between
Pensacola and points east,
were also closed because of
high water.
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Katrina's storm surge gnawed
at beaches already severely
eroded by Ivan and Dennis'. A
project to restore toe eroded
shoreline at Pensacola Beach
was about 30 percent complet
ed, and Katrina was undoing
that work
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By William Raspberry
The Washington Post
A friend was- saying
how remarkable it is that
so many of us seem to
have found the right mates
- not paragons but people
who possess the qualities
that are important to us and
who make our lives more
complete.
I suggested this possi
bility: Maybe it isn’t their
wonderful qualities that
make us cling to those
we’ve chosen to marry;
perhaps it’s the marriage
that makes us see those
wonderful qualities.
I thought it was a fresh
insight until in a...recent
conversation, David Bl
ankenhorn called my atten
tion to a letter that the the
ologian
Dietrich Bonhoeffer had written from
his Nazi prison cell to a
young bride and groom (in
1943. “Your love is your
own .private possession,”
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Bonhoeffer told the young ■academically because their
couple. “But marriage is single mothers are unable
more than something per to give them the economic,
sonal - it is a status, an emotional and directional
office. Just as it' .is the support they need. I think
crown, and not merely the of it when I see young
will to rule, that makes the boys run amok — and men
king, so it is marriage, and overpopulate our prisons not merely your love for in large part because they
each other, that joins you haven't had the loving dis
together in the sight of cipline that fathers can
provide. I think of it when
God and man . . .
"It is not your love that I see young women who
sustains the marriage, but don't know how to judge
from now on, the marriage the men who pursue them
because they haven't had
that sustains your love."
If this seems a strange the experience of a good
subject for an op-ed, the man at home.
And I think of it when
truth is that almost every
thing. I touch these days I see young (and not so
impels me to consider the young) men who can't
troubled institution of mar-' seem to make sense of
riage. I think of it when I their role in modern life.
As often happens
see so many of my Duke
University students .set when I think of these
tling for uncommitted rela things, I call Blankenhorn,
tionships — living together president of the Institute
of merely "hooking up." I for American Values and a
think of it when I see leader of what has been
young children struggling dubbed the '.'marriage

The thing we seem to
movement."
When I called him in be forgetting, Blankenhorn
New York last, Blanken- says, is that, as Bonhoeffer
hom said I shouldn't be observed, marriage is more
surprised at the sense of than a personal relation
rootlessness and direction ship between spouses. "It
lessness, especially among is," he says, "a social insti
young males. "After all, tution, with rules, public
we've been saying for a meaning and a story to tell.
generation that fathers We used to know what
aren't really necessary. married men were sup
Why is it so shocking that posed to do — less time out
some men are starting to drinking with the boys,
saving
some
money.
believe it?"
What .strikes him, he Marriage was a status we
said, is that there are so graduated into, and it was
many fathers -- married bigger than we were. It
fathers — who, by any stan defined us, and not the
dard, are doing a terrific other way arouhd."
Now, he says, we seem
job. "They are very
involved with their chil to be losing the institution
dren, their marriages look al imperatives of marriage,
pretty good, they respect leaving only the private
their wives as equals' — relationship -- and that is
they- may be the best increasingly likely to turn
fathers we've ever had.
on such things as personal
"But. in -terms of num satisfaction.
bers, they are being
He recalled something
swamped by families that actor Bruce Willis said
don't have a father at all."
after his marriage with

Demi Moore broke up. The
actor noted that he was, in
some ways, "as close now
as . . . ever" to Moore.
"Our friendship contin
ues," Willis explained.
"The institution has been
set aside."
And maybe it is the
setting aside of the institu
tion that worries me when
I think of young people
and marriage. We have
tried to sell our children on
the pragmatics — particu
larly ttie economics — of
marriage, and it shocks us
when they start weighing
marriage in the way they
might weigh a career
change or a job relocation.
Whatever works, and as
long as we love....
Maybe Bonhoeffer had
it right — that it isn't love
that sustains marriage, but
marriage that sustains
love.

How Stella Got Her Sense Back
by Anthony Asadullah Samad
The nationwide blow
out behind mega-romance
novelist,' Terry McMillan,;
and “the groove” she found
on a Jamaica vacation, a
young, tender, fertile 20
year old that she turned
arouhd and married, allows
u§ to revisit this compan
ionship discourse that
turned black male-female
relationships on its, ear. I
usually don’t do relation
ship commentaries.
I usually leave that to
my
Colleagues
(Ask
Deanna, Veronica’s View,
and The Bridge-Daryl usu
ally holds up the men’s
end). But there is an inter
esting social, interest aspect
ih McMillan’s divorce from
Jonathan Plummer that
should be analyzed—this
whole politic of motives
that caused the whole manhating “Exhale” movement
in the first place. “Stella,” a
pseudonym for McMillan
herself, was the poster
chick
for
“scorned
women,” a conclusion easi
ly drawn by her earlier
works, Disappearing Acts
and Mama (one of which
was allegedly about gonebad relationship with a for
mer “ex”), but had finally
found love in the most
unconventional of relation
ships. Most people thought
she had lost her mind. She

claimed she had found her
groove. Now, it seems,
after Plummer revealed his
true sexuality that Stella
has come back to her sens
es.
,
Other than an outstand
ing factionalist in the rela
tionships “gone wronggone right” genre, we can’t
forget, who Terry McMillan
is, and what she represent-,
ed in the man-less woman’s
movement of the 1990s that
spurred
a
generation
spring-fall (older women,
younger men) relation
ships, the whole “f**k a
man” bi-curious alternative
to a cheating man move
ment (black woman were
on the DL tens years ahead
of black men), and a gener
ation—check that—three
generation of women (hers,
and the ones before and
after) that promoted a role
reversal, ih relationships
whereby
the
woman
became the “bread winner”
and the man was just some
thing to be “maintained”
and played with when it
was convenient.
Men who couldn’t
compete financially and
emotionally, of were in
some
way
otherwise
“flawed,” were seen as
weak, and were to be dis
carded. Since her landmark
fiction romance novel
Waiting To Exhale, black
women worldwide sympa-

thized with her characters,
a bunch of imperfect
women, in search for the
“perfect man.” Women
everywhere started holding
their breaths with every
man encounter. Many, of
them passed out holding
their breaths. Many others
turned blue holding their
breaths. “Sista-friend” cir
cles invaded every house
hold and even men in
happy relationships had to
endure the stares of man
hating women sitting in
their own house.
But
when
Terry
“exhaled” in her follow-up
revelation, the semi-autobi
ographical novel, How
Stelia Got Her Groove
Back , with a man that
obviously wasn’t her emo
tional or financial equal—
many who read her works
all these years had to do a
“double
take”
that
America’s number one
“man-hater” broke all the
rules and found love in all
the wrong places. And
though it ran counter to
everything that “sistafriend” circles despised in
men, relationships “in the
moment” now became “fair
game” for women as they
rushed down to Jamaica in
droves, the Bahamas,
Cancun, Aruba, wherever
they thought there was a
“groove” to be found—
black women was there.

This whole “cruise craze”
was started by profession
als looking to get their
grooves back.
Women “on the hunt”
created a whole new genre
of men—called “metro
men, or “metrosexuals,”
who pamper themselves
like women (hair, nails,
toes. Clothes, accessories,
etc.) while waiting for the
right woman to take care of
them. Now, I don’t want to
cause a controversy, but as
the African American’s
sexual politics became
more convoluted, so did the
ability to disCem Straight
men from Metro men from
gay men. So, with DL phe
nomena dominating the
relationship
discourse,
every black man now walks
around with a “question
mark” on his crotch, as
black women are now back
to questioning the sexual
motives of men—this time,
in the context
life and
death (as black women lead
HIV contractions) rather
than love and commitment.
That brings us to Jonathan
Plummer, whose attraction
to McMillan was legiti
mate.
Young
men
have
always had fascinations
with older women, and
older women have always
played a role in seducing
younger men. However, the
permanent relationships

of

were always reserved for
older men and younger
women—so when Terry
McMillan said “I’m gonna
do this,” it was obvious to
most what the attraction
was from the outset.
Jamaica? Beaches? Bi
kinis?
Towel
Boys?
Martinis? You add it up,
and it doesn’t equal intel
lectual compatibility. Plu
mmer, who got U.S. citi
zenship out of the deal,
looked like a “Metro-sexu
al” or a “kept mail” before
term became popular. Back
in “the day,” we would
have figured him for gay,
but Terrie claimed she did
n’t see that. They say, love
is blind, because everybody
else said, Hmmm!! Now
we know, hmmm was right,
and Stella picked wrong,
for all the wrong reasons.
Terrie McMillan needs her
“sista-friend” card pulled
and her “man-hater” play
book turned in. She com
mitted the ultimate sin for
women
holding
their
breaths for “Mr. Right,”
“lust deception” and fram
ing it as love.
At the end of the day,
Ms. “Ever on guard for the
ever deceptive Black Man”
ended up being deceived
herself, and what she didn’t
fall for was love—but an
ole’ fashioned d**k-whippin that has been conflict
ing flawed relationships for

centuries.
Terry
got
“tamed,” got famed, and
got framed—all in the same
relationship. And now she’s
mad because he has to pay,
when that stuff has been
happening to men for years
(ask any NBA player).
Now she’s back to her old
angry
self—gettin’
played—and havin’ to pay
for it—will do that to you.
But all is right with the
world again...All men are
dogs again, all relation
ships are imperfect, the
“perfect
man”
(and
woman) is still an illusion,
and Stella got her sense
back.
Anthony
Asadullah
Samad is a national colum
nist, managing director of
the Urban Issues Forum
and author of 50 Years
After Brown: The State of
Black Equality In America
(Kabili Press, 2005). He
can
be
reached
at
www.AnthonySamad.com
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MIDTOWN NEWS
ere the house band was led
by trumpeter Joe Guy, and
included
Thelonious
Monk on piano and Kenny
Clarke on drums. There
JAZZ
were also, a lot'of musi
cians ‘getting down’ not
too far away from
Minton’s, at The Uptown
House. Almost nightly,
there were ‘Trial-by-Fire’
jam sessions which helped
to shape this new music
and the musicians who
played it. From the very
From Congo Square, New Orleans beginning, this new music
called ‘BeBop’ was a
to Big Apple, New York City
heavy experience for both
musicians and those that
“For you readers who became popular, was
were listening to it. Allow
have
followed
‘The sparked by arrangements
me to explain...first of all,
History of Jazz’ in this by such up and comers as
rhythm sections had rede
column, it is time to bring Gerry Mulligan (baritone
fined their role, by main
it all out into the open.. .or sax) and Gil Evans
taining the basic *fourat least fast-forward to (piano), who would even
beats-to-the bar time but,
what’s happening on the tually move forward to
keeping that underlining
jazz scene today...in the •help shape the future of
swing to create whatwas
present.”
jazz.
termed ‘comping’- - a
In Part VII, we wit
Here we go now; into
series of complexities in
nessed jazz coming onto the period between 1944
which the piano, bass and
the New York City scene, and 1950...a juncture in
drums not only established
and becoming the music the evolution of jazz that
the momentum but inter
of the day. However, a changed the way jazz
acted with one another and
note should be made of the musicians thought about
the horns through a series
mid-forties; we have to at and played this new
of on-and-off beats, punc
least take a brief look at music. This dear reader
tuations and jabs which
the ‘Swing Era’. That’s was the beginning of ‘The
upped the intensity and
when there existed the big BeBop Revolution’. It’s,
spurred on the soloists.
bands of Artie Shaw, been said by jazz aficiona
Plus, their tempos seemed
Benny Goodman, the dos that alto sax man
intent bn breaking all
Dorsey Brothers (Tommy Charlie ‘Bird’ Parker
speed records. Comments
and Jimmy), Glenn Miller, began his radical overhaul
by-fellow musicians, about
Duke Ellington, Count of rhythm and harmony in
how well another musi
Basie, Cab Calloway, a Manhattan chili house
cian is playing of has
Jimmy Lunceford, Bob somewhere between l39th
played will oftentimes be
Crosby (Bing Crosby’s and 140th' Street, years
referred to as ‘cooking’.
younger brother), Erskine before in December 1939.
Hawkins,
and
Harry At the time, he happened
The format of a typical
James. These were but a to Have been playing in a
BeBop
performance
few of the most popular jam session with guitarist
begins with an improvised
band leaders of the Swing Biddy Fleet’s quartet.
piano intro that eases into
Bands. This was a musi
So, who do you think
a sometimes complex
cal era when jazz muslc ‘beeped the first bop?’ '
theme played in unison by
became a major part of the Who wins the award for
a front line of no more
mainstream of popular being the originator of
■ than three horns and is
music. Tunes that were BeBop?
invariably based on chords
played by the Swing
In addition to the
and harmonic structures of
Bands became standards young 19 year old Charlie
a familiar popular tune.
that were played over and Parker, it boils down to the
This provides a way for <a
over in people’s heads. ‘cool’ but mysterious for
string of solos, followed
Musicians found them mer Basie tenor sax player
by
four-or-eight
bar
selves becoming stars Lester Young-, who was the
exchanges with the drum
overnight, mobbed by original source of inspira
mer, a final return to the
their fans, and selling tion. He was closely fol
original theme, and an
records by the millions. lowed by guitarist Charlie
abrupt finish. This was a
There wgs no doubt about Christian as the first major
formula which helped the
it; ‘Swing Music’ was at practitioner. However, the
Jazz At The Philharmonic
the pinnacle of popularity. two major standouts who
ultimately prove to be suc
Some of you may would forever change the
cessful; for the first time
recall such tunes as ‘One sound of jazz in a manner
in years, musicians were
O’clock Jump’, ‘In The never experienced before,
being afforded opportuni
Mood’, ‘Bugle Call Rag’, would be Charlie ‘Bird’
ties to stretch but and
and ‘Take The “A” Train’. Parker and his trumpet
develop musical ideas
And, some may recall the playing sidekick Dizzy
beyond the confines of 16hot spots of the day like Gillespie. After those two
bars and the time con
Harlem’s ‘Savoy Ba outstanding jazz musi
straints of a ten-inch 78.
llroom’. There were other cians, pianists TheloniousAnd, it was the phenome
exciting musicians, also Monk and Bud Powell
non of Jazz At The
making a name for them plus drummer Kenny
Philharmonic, introducing
selves, such as Lucky Clarke would make their
its ‘Swing to BeBop’
Millinder, •
Lionel move into the world of
approach, and the inclu
Hampton, Andy Kirk and BeBop. They were soon
sion of jazz musicians
His-Clouds of Joy, Tiny to be followed by musi
such as Charlie ‘Bird’
Bradshaw, Erskine Ha cians such as Miles Davis,
Parker, Dizzy ‘Birks’
wkins, and Chick Webb, Fats Navarro (trumpet), JJ
Gillespie, Lester ‘Pres’
all leading us into the era Johnson, Kai Winding
Young, J.J. Johnson,
of the ‘Progressive’ bands (trombone), Dexter Go
Howard McGhee and oth
of the late 60’s and early rdon, James Moody , Ji
ers, that quickly spread the
70’s. Out of the State of mmy Heath (tenor sax),
word from coast-to-coast.
Kansas came Stan Kenton Sonny Stitt (alto sax),
among the forerunners. It Cecil Payne (baritone),
To be continued. ..
has been said that Milt Jackson (vibra
Kenton’s band perpetuated phone), Ray Brown (bass),
by some of the finest Max roach, Art Blakey
musicians
from
the (drums), all eager to trans
Jazz fans - do you have
California ‘West Coast’ late the ‘word according to
any feedback? I would
produced some of the Bird’ on their respective
like to hear from YOU!
most original sounds ever instruments.
Mail your comments to
In the ‘Big Apple”
to emerge from the
Rick Gee’s Jazz Jamm, c/o
(New
York City), musi
‘Kingdom of Swing’.
The Weekly Challenger,
Claude Thornhill, a pianist cians who were getting it
2500 ML King St., S., St.
who led what was most all together during this
Petersburg, FL 33705
probably the best-sound time, were doing' it at
ing band that never really Minton’s Playhouse, wh

JAMM

The History of
Jazz - Part VIII

USF St. Petersburg to Celebrate
Its 40th Anniversary
USF St. Petersburg’s 40th Anniversary year celebration begins Sept. 7, 2005 to com
memorate the first day of classes here in 1965, and will continue
through August 2006 with special events and exhibitions
USF St. Petersburg is a
thriving campus with a stu
dent population that grew
from 250 to more than
4,600, and a full-time fac
ulty that grew from four to
148. The downtown St.
Petersburg campus current
ly offers 426 courses
among the 26 undergradu
ate and 12 graduate degree
programs through the
Colleges of Arts &
Sciences, Business, and
Education. This fall, USF
St. Petersburg will begin a
year-long celebration to
commemorate its 40th
anniversary and showcase
the great strides it has made
over four decades.
The celebration kicks'-

off with a complete day of
festivities on Wednesday,
Sept. 7 - a significant date
representing the first day of
classes in 1965: The day
long celebration includes
Academic Convoca
tion
Campus Activities Ce
nter, 11:30 am - 1 pm
Faculty dressed in full
academic regalia will rec
ognize academic excel
lence and present the cam
pus’ teaching in excellence
award honorees. Plus, USF
President Judy Genshaft
will give a USF sys
temwide update.
Campus Showcase
Waterfront, 11 am to -2
pm and. 4 pm to 6 pm

Student organization
booths will.line the cam
pus’ waterfront to give new
and returning students a
chance to learn about all
that USF St. Petersburg has
to offer.
Anniversary Bash
Nelson Poynter Me
morial Library breezeway,
4 pm
In addition to a cere
monial cake cutting by
Student Government repre
sentatives, a St. Petersburg
city official will proclaim
Sept. 7, 2005 as USF St.
Petersburg Day.
"Although many things
have changed here over the
past 40 years - and contin
ue to change today - one

consistent message I con
tinue to hear from both cur
rent students and alumni is
that they treasure our small
classes and caring faculty,"
Regional Chancellor Karen
A. White said. "Regardless
of how fast this institution
grows, it /is our goal to
maintain that very special
quality of being a studentcentered campus?'
The 40th -Anniversary
will also include a dedicat
ed Web site with a photo
gallery timeline to show
[---------------------------------------------
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The St. Petersburg Bu
siness Assistance Center
(BAC) offers free business'
training and counseling
sessions to assist emerging
and existing small busi
nesses with business devel
opment. We are located at
33 Sixth, St S, Suite 301.
For further information,
call (727) 893-7146 or visit
our
Website
at
http://www.stpete.ofg/bac.
The schedule for the
week September 5-9,
2005:

1

The BAC will be closed
Monday, September 5,
2005 in observance of
Labor Day
Business Resource Ce
nter," located within the
Business Assistance Ce
nter, has personal com
puters equipped with
business software and
Internet access, graphic
workstations, CD-ROM
technology, interactive
videos, and an extensive
business reference lib
rary for business re-,
search and planning;
Tuesday-Friday, Sep
tember 6-9, 2005.

. " Business Assessments"
by the Service Corps of
Retired
Executives
(SCORE)
SCORE'S
Business Assessment
Program analyses how
well a business is
planned,
financed,
structured, organized,
controlled, and man
aged.
Following the assessment,
the business will receive a
written report for each of
the 16 areas examined with
recommendations
for
improving the problem

areas identified in the
assessment. To schedule an
assessment or for more
information, call (727)
893-7146.
• Business Mentoring" by
the Service Corps of
Retired
Executives
' (SCORE) Long-term,
one-on-one assistance
to business owners. For
more information, call
(727) 893-7146.

• Business Counseling'*
12
sessions by:
1. The Service Corps of
Retired
Executives
(SCORE) - Tuesday,
September 6; Thursday,
September
8,
and
Friday, September 9, 10
a.m. to 3 p.m.
2. Florida Small Business
Development Center at
USF
-Wednesday,
September 7, 10 a.m. to
4 p.m.
To schedule an appoint
ment or for more informa
tion, call (727)
893-71.46.
• Business Workshops"
• Introduction to Business
Startup" workshop by
the Florida Small Bu
siness
Development
Center at USF; ’Wed
nesday, September 7, 6
to 8 p.m.
To register or for further
information, call (727)
893-7146.
• Effective Business Use
of Your Computer"
workshop sponsored by
the Service Corps of
Retired
Executives
(SCORE); Thursday,
September 8,6 to 8 p.m.
To register or for further
information, call (727)
893-7146.

Please Support Our Paper by
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The St. Petersburg
Business
Assistance

case the campus’ growth
and evolution, as well as an
extensive library exhibit
taking visitors through sig
nificant moments through
out USF St. Petersburg’s
history. The Web site,
which goes live on Sept. 7,
is
located
at
www.nelson.usf.edu/40.
For more information
about the 40th Anniversary,
please contact University
Relations at 553-4256 or
visit www.stpt.usf.edu.
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8601 4th Street North, Suite 100
St. Petersburg, Florida 33702
Direct (727) 577-5100
Fax (727) 577-3246
Toll Free 1-800-226-6064
email: RusseliRLA43@aol.com

Each Office is Independently Owned and Operated
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MIDTOWN NEWS continues

2005

I have heard a lot of
talk and read a few news
items about the possibility
of Midtown’s seceding
from the City of St.
Petersburg. Two leaders of
organizations in this city
have had their say on this
matter. They think it’s fea
sible that it can become a
reality, but time is needed
to come up with a solution.
Perhaps the solution can
be found among the busi
ness people in Midtown.
by Frances Pinckney
Businesses with longevity
and success such as
Green’s Bakery, Connie’s
Barbecue, Red’s Snak
Sometimes we need to suchas this when I was a Shak, Atwater’s Cafeteria,
"say something" in re state social worker. In one and other businesses inclu
sponse to bad behavior. case a granddaughter and sive of beauty shops and
The mirror of behavior her boyfriend had moved barbershops. Allow them
displays good and bad in and taken over this 70 to "say something".
images; it reflects rude plus woman’s home; they
On the international
ness, selfishness and "it’s cleaned out her savings scene I have read several
all about me" attitudes and checking accounts. articles in the St. Peters
especially among young Law enforcement was in burg Times about Zim
people ages teens to forty.
volved and Aging and babwe. Robert Mugabe,
These young folk talk Adult Protective Services, President of Zimbabwe,
on their cell phones both the program for which I and his five week drive out
loud and profane in public .worked, changed the locks the Trash Project have
places. I was standing on the doors to keep the received a lot of. .critical
behind a young woman in granddaughter „ and her press. The project entailed
a check-out line at a super boyfriend out. This wo tearing down thousands of
market. There were quite man finally had her say homes which left between
a few people in line; yet after a long time of intimi 200,000 and 1.5 million
this woman, talked about dation and fear of these people; homeless. A head
her personal business on two. She told them that line for a short article ih
her cell phone loud enough they were no longer wel the St. Petersburg Times,
for everyone to hear. As come in her home.
"Zimbabwe Says Clean
I used to let my ID Up Includes Providing
she exited the store she
was still talking on her badge do the speaking Homes".
But the 500
phone. Someone should when I took my grandson homes reported as ready
have "said something", to the park playground^ for occupation out of
should have told her to Frequently I would hear 5,600 new homes under
take her loud and personal young black mothers yell construction does not
at their kids using profani come close to solving the
conversation outside.
I used to spend Satur ty. When they recognized plight of the homeless in
day mornings at the library my Department of Chil Zimbabwe. This problem
frequently.
Sometimes dren. and Families ID, was created by Mugabe.
there were lots of children these foul-mouth women You’d think that he has the
in attendance and some retreated to another part of common sense to know
were very noisy in spite of the park or left the play that a so-called unfit house
being with a parent or ground altogether..
is better than none at all.
older sibling. Often li
I have a field day "say "Say Something United
brary workers had to tell ing something" to telemar Nations! Put a stop to this
the children to please be keters who call with the man’s craziness".
quiet when it was the purpose of selling any
The G-8 Nations Sum
responsibility of the par thing from cemetery plots mit held in Scotland dou
ents to "say something" to to security systems. I say bled the aid to Africa ac
the kids in regards to their no with an attitude; let cording to a Times editori
noisy behavior in the them know that I don’t like al. I think a "Say Some
their hassling behavior. thing" to Mugabe and
library.
My heart goes out to They have /resorted to other African countries
parents and grandparents taped messages have the accepting aid is explicitly
who are coping with drug nerve to record their sales' clear. "African nations
addicted grown children pitches "please listen to have a shameful record of
I squandering and stealing
who have moved back the entire message".
home, I had several cases don’t!
foreign aid. G-8 needs to

RECOLLECTIONS

Say Something

Business and Professional
Women To Host Weekend
Individual Development
Program
PINELLAS COUNTY
- Business and Profes
sional Women/St. Peters
burg-Pinellas (BPW) in
vites the public to attend
"Building Powerful Women-Professionally, Politi
cally and Personally," an
Individual Development
workshop set for Saturday,
September 24, and Sunday,
September 25, 2005, at
Feather Sound Country
Club, 2201 Feather Sound
Drive, Clearwater, FI.
Cost for the one-and-ahalf-day program is $40.
Fees for one day or a halfday only can also be arranged. Lunch on Satur
day and continental break
fast on Sunday are includ
ed in the prices. Speakers
will cover such topics as
Effective Networking, Suc
cessful Ways to Market
Yourself, How to Nego-

tiate, Public Speaking,
Business Etiquette, and
more.
The Individual Devel
opment Program, designed
by Business and Profes
sional
Women
USA
(BPW/USA) as a way to
help working women of all
ages hone their interper
sonal and presentational
skills, is especially helpful
for young professionals
just starting in the work
force.
Each year at BPW/
USA's national conference,
state BPW organizations
send a representative to vie
in an Individual Devel
opment competition, which
includes a five-minute
original speech before an
audience. At the 2005 con
ference in Philadelphia,
BPW/St.
PetersburgPinellas'
Kristin

Guenthardt represented the
state of Florida and was
honored as one of the top
two competitors at the
national level.
For more information
or to register for the Sep
tember 24-25 workshop,
call 727.-278-4782 or con
tact Lynn at LChalache
@aol.com.
The BPW/St. Peters
burg-Pinellas group holds
twice monthly luncheon
meetings on first and third
Thursdays at Gratzzi, a
restaurant at Second Street
and Second Avenue North
in downtown St, Peters
burg's Baywalk center. For
more information, visit the
website at www.bpwstpetersburg.org. To make
reservations for a lunch
meeting, e-mail cgwigg@tampabay.rr.com.
l

2005 Ebony Scholars South
County Motivational Program
by Craig Jones
Ebony Scholar Committee
Member
Over the years that the
20 years that the Ebony
Scholars Committee has
presented the Ebony Scho
lars Motivational Program,
among the keynote speak
ers there have been college
presidents, doctors, even
movie producers, who
have each, in their own
way, used their life experi
ences, achieved goals as
well as acquired advise1 to
inspire the high achieving.
African American youth of
South Pinellas County.
This year, the tradition
continues as Ms. Yarbarah
Peeples, a Doctoral candi
date at Florida State Uni-'
versity, and former Ebony
Scholar, will be the key
note speaker of the 2005
Ebony Scholars South
County Motivational Pro
gram., The Motivational.
Program will be held at the
Pasadena , Community
Church on September 8,
2005 at 7 p.m. The church
is located at 227 70th
Street South in South Pasa
dena, Florida.
From its inception, the

University in Tallahassee,
FI, in the field of Business
Administration. Ms. Pee
ples worked at Accenture
Consulting in Atlanta,
Georgia
from
2003
through mid 2005. She is
currently a doctoral candi
date matriculating in grad
uate studies at Florida
State University in the
Yarbarah Peeples,
hopes of becoming an
2005 Ebony Scholars
administrator.
Guest Speaker
The Ebony Scholars
Motivational Program has Program will be honoring
sought to promote pride in over 500 African American
high academic achieve students is South Pinellas
ment, that excelling in aca County. The honorees
demia is an expectation, should have at least a 3.0
not an elective, for young grade point average, higher
African Americans. Yar on the elementary level,
barah Peeples is no excep and at least a 3.5 g.p.a., or
tion. Ms Peeples is a native higher on the middle and
of St.Petersburg, Florida high school levels. His or
and is the Daughter of Mrs. her school principal or desEthel Peeples-Robinson, ignatee will present each
Ebony
the late Kenneth "Whip" student. *The
Committee
Robinson and Mr. Gregory Scholars
Davis. Yarbarah is a 1998 invites the community to
graduate of the Interna come out and support this
tional Baccalaureate Pro worthwhile event. For
gram at St.Petersburg High more information, please
School. Ms Peeples ob call the Ebony Scholars
tained her Bachelors of Committee at 327-2027 or
Science as. well as her 327-9869.
Masters of Science De
grees at Florida A&M

Royal Theatre to Host Public
Reception for New Exhibit
ST- PETERSBURG The Royal Theatre will
host a reception, open to
the public, To introduce
their
Art
Endeavors

Exhibition; Save the date
of Sept. 16 for the recep
tion from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
This exhibit will be
-displayed through Sept. 23

at 1011 22nd Ave. S.; con
tact Mr. Murhphy at (727)
327-6556 for more infor
mation

THIS & THAT

by Mabel Cooper

(823-6092)
LYING THERE IN
THE BIG SLEEP
Everyone was shock
ed. At least that’s the look
they were wearing. Yes, I
was interrupted by my
emotions, but controlled
them. As I count my bless
ings while I pen this —
know that you, my readers
are among them. IMMAC
ULATE faith makes the
world more beautiful:
•**
THE GOOD THAT WE
DO LIVES AFTER US
We note with sorrow
the untimely, passing in
succession of five long
time friends: Jewel Evans,
Ford
Lovett,
Keturh
Sanchez Creal, Rosalee
Givens, and
Charlie
"Charlie C" Christopher,
as, he is affectionately
called by his family and
peers, "Whitehead".

The friendship I had
with them will stay with
me forever. To lose family
and friends to death is dif
ficult; We must rely on the
great
hope
of
the
Almighty. Those in mourn
ing can be powerful
because He makes them
powerful. Even though our
friends and relatives die,
we arenot alone.
Time waits for no one.
People come in and out of
your life. You must never
miss the opportunity to tell
those people how much
they mean to you. Our
friends and loved ones’
passing, came with the
grace with which they had
lived. At each wake or
funeral, the rich, the not so
rich, the famous, and the
infamouscame to pay their
final respects:

stop;
Don't Lose another minute of sleep.

I Buy Houses FA$T, Any Price, Any Condition
• I pay cash and close in 3 days.
Gall today and get.cash in less than a week.

1-877-275-5060 ext. 2200 24 hour toll free line
If you are paying more than 1.9% on your mortgage

get this FREE Report
on refinancing with an interest only loan.
You can take cash out and save hundreds of dollars.

1-877-275-5060 ext. 3200 24hour toll free line

Ben & Jerry's Ice Cream CoFounder Gives The Scoop On
His Business Success Sept. 8
Jerry Greenfield, co
founder of Ben & Jerry’s
Ice Cream, will deliver a
lecture, "An Evening Of
Social Justice, Radical
Business Philosophy- and
Free lee Cream," at the
University
of
South
Florida Sept. 8 at 7 p.m. in
the Special Events Center.
The University Lecture
Series, Volunteer USF,
Hillel and the College of
Business Administration
sponsor the lecture.
Prior to the lecture,
ULS is serving free ice.
cream at' a Student In
volvement Fair at 6 p.m.
Both the lecture and the
fair are free and open to
the public. Greenfield will
also be
the Ben &
Jerry’s
location
in
University Mali from 3 to
4 p.m. scooping out .free
ice cream.
Friends since junior
high school, Greenfield
collaborated with Ben Co
hen to form Ben & Jerry’s
in 1978. Their unique ven
ture soon emerged as one
of America’s best-loved
ice cream companies,
while their creative man
agement style and socially
responsible approach to
business established a new
model for business suc
cess.
Among
Ben
and
Jerry’s most popular fla
vors are Cherry Garcia,

at

Chunky Monkey, Half Ben & Jerry’s Joy Gang: a
Baked, Phish Food and group of employees dedi
Chocolate Chip Cookie cated to bringing more joy
Dough, a flavor the com into the workplace through
pany’s website states wa.s fun activities. He is
a'
the first ice cream in the sort of "Joy Pooh-Bah
nation mixed with bits of Emeritus," acting as a
cookie dough
* sometimes ..consultant to
Greenfield is very ac Joy Gang initiatives.
Greenfield will be
tive in Businesses for So
cial Responsibility, a available for brief photos
group that works to pro from 3:30 to 4 p.m. at the
mote an alternative busi University Mall location
ness model based on of Ben & Jerry’s as well as
socially responsible busi 6:30 p.m. prior to the lec
ness practices. Greenfield ture. Please contact Jacqui
was also the inspiration Cash at (813) 974-6993 to
behind the creation of. the make arrangements.

now

www.florida-property-group.com

Before You Buy or Lease
Any Phone System

Momentum Communications
For The Absolute Best Price/Service
• Consultation - System Design
• Replace or Update Equipment
• Service Contracts

ext. 16 • Fax 813-977-5441
Ask for Ron

40 MILLION
drivers

TRUST STATE FARM.
Personal service and competitive rates are why more

people trust State Farm’ for car insurance, than the next

Make a splash this sunuuer at Florida’s
great new luxury golf resort and spa.
With tw pools tttx) « water

Sommer
slide, a I umpeaa-m k spa and

three companies combined, Contact me today.
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STATE FARM
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$130
per {right-
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INSURANCE
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easy to get to and easy to ex-ape. Io make a
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Earnest Williams Ins Agcy Inc
Earnest Williams. Agent
616 4th Street North
St Petersburg. EL 33701
Bus; 727-823-5566
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code: S PLASH

Omni S Orlando Resort
AT CHAMPIONSGATE
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LIKE A GOOD NEIGHBOR, STATE FARM IS THERE.'
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TAMPA BAY AREA NEWS
2005 Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc.
Scholarships Awarded

2005 Alpha Phi Alpha presenting scholarship awards

(SADD), Future Business
Leaders of America and
Toastmasters. Defensive
captain of the GHS
Football Team, Jonathan
also served as a peer
counselor. Jonathan will
be
attending
The
University
Central
Florida and major in
Journalism.
Jerrod Douse - Jerrod
is a graduating senior
from St. Petersburg High
School. While in high
school he was a member
of Project Alpha, Ebony
Scholars and Pathfinders.
He is also the recipient of
the Bank of America
Scholarship. Jerrod cap
tained
the
SPHS
Wrestling Team and
served as a mentor and
peer counselor for the
Boys & Girls Club. He
Antoine Seay, award recipient
will be attending Florida
A&M University and
Theta Eta Lambda, senior from Gibbs High major in Journalism or
the St. Petersburg alumni School. While in high Business Management.
chapter of Alpha Phi school he participated in
Alphonso
Lee
Alpha Fraternity, Inc., is Project Alpha, Ebony Alphonso is a graduating
proud to announce the Scholars and was selected senior from Lakewood
2005 recipients of the to Who’s Who Among High School. While in
Project
Alpha High School Students. high school he was . a
Scholarship. The follow Jonathan is also a Bright member of Project Alpha,
ing young men have been Futures Merit Scholar. Ebony
Scholars
and
He actively participated
honored:
inducted into the National
Students
Against
Jonathan “Boozy” Jo in
Honor Society. He is also
Decisions
nathan is a graduating Destructive
a Bright Futures and

of

Talented
20
Merit
Scholar. Alphonso will be
attending The University
of Central Florida and
will major in Physics.
Antoine
Seay
Antoine is a graduating
senior from Lakewood
High School. While in
high school, he was
inducted in the National
Honor Society, served as
a Student Government
representative and was
selected to the All
Academic Football Team
in his junior and senior
years. In addition to his
school activities, Antoine
volunteers at the Ronald
McDonald House. He
will be attending Florida
State University where he
will major in Exploratory
Science, Engineering &
Technology . and play
intercollegiate football.
Project Alpha is a
national
program of
Alpha Phi Alpha targeting
9 th and lOth grade
African American males
for support and success?
The focus of the program
is personal development
and self-esteem.
The
mission of Project Alpha
is to enhance and facili
tate quality education for
African American youth
by identifying and over
coming obstacles, which
obstruct their achieve
ment, development and
opportunity. The Alpha
Scholarship Program for
St. Petersburg is the cul
mination of the program
of mentorship and youth
development and seeks to
recognize and award
young African American
men in our community
for their scholarship,
service and love for

»

FAMU Fans Welcome New Coach

Coach Rubin Carter standing next to trophies and
awards from previous years. The coach said to a
crowd
boosters and fans at the annual Football
Kickoff Luncheon “...You can expect the young
men to compete at a high level,” he said, “you can
expect them to go hard on every play, you can
expect them to be a solid football team, and you can
expect us to finish games.

of

By: Allen D. Slucks. Sr.
Challenger Correspon

dent
Tallahassee - Rubin
Carter, Florida A&M
University’s new football
coach, got a rousing wel

they were proud Coach
Carter would be the per
son to put the football
program back on top.
Rubin Carter was
introduced as the l4th
head football coach in
Florida A&M University
history. A native’of Fort
Lauderdale,
Florida,
Carter brings over 18
years of professional and
collegiate coaching expe
rience to his new role as
head football coach.
Coach Carter also has 12
seasons
of National
Football League playing
experience on his resume.
Coach Carter, 52,
served as the defensive
line coach at Temple
.University in 2004, facing

come oh Wednesday,
August 24, 2005 at the
Tallahassee Civics Center.
many of the
SHi
The crowd of boosters. wilLnoW eoach, when
and fans attending" th*
Owls took on FAMU last
Annual
Kickoff
September. Temple pre
Luncheon showed signs

vailed, 38-7, in that
September
clash
a
Lincoln Financial Field.
Coach Carter made it
clear he wanted to estab
lish his own legacy.
Carter told the crowd
he and the team would
take steps toward getting
Florida A&M University
back to the National
Tournament. He also stat
ed the team understood
there was no way they
will not be successful this
season. He told the crowd
"everybody wants to skip
the first game and go to
the last. I know we have
to beat Bethune Cookman
College. I know that is
what you want," he said

Willette Givens-McKinney Memorial
Scholarship

Justin Miller receiving scholarship
Each
year Alpha
Leadership
Education
Foundation awards $500
scholarships to two gradu
ating college-bound stu
dents who have exhibited
potential for both highest
academic
achievement
and leadership during
their high school years.

The award is named the
Willette
GivensMcKinney
Memorial
Scholarship.
The Willette GivensMcKinney
Memorial
Scholarship was estab
lished
by
Alpha
Leadership
Education
Foundation, Inc., to honor

the memory of Willette
Givens-McKinney. She
completed the Alpha
Leadership Program as a
high school student and
returned following college
graduation to become a
member of the staff. She
later served as treasurer
and a member of the

board of directors of the
corporation until her
untimely passing in 2003.
This year, a scholar- ;
ship is being awarded to
Justin Milller upon the
recommendation and in
partnership with Alpha ;
Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc. !

money in or taking money
out.
Such exposure teaches
respect for money and
gives children a sense of
confidence and pride. It
also raises self-esteem and
teaches children how
money makes money.
Children become exposed
and prepared to enter the
workforce with the habit of
money management al
ready well established. The
experience of early aware
ness in fiscal matters can
be the child's introduction
to a significant aspect of
society, a priceless lesson
that sets the future and
directs them on a path of
practicing financial re
sponsibility.
When it
comes to patterns of
behavior in children, all
learning begins at home
whether we're talking
about spending or saving.
Education in the lives
of children in terms of

financial literacy is as
important for them as
learning the basics of read
ing writing and arithmetic.
Financial knowledge is a
continuation of math used
in real life experiences.
Children are never too
young to understand why
such knowledge is impor
tant. Experience will teach
them its importance, as
they learn that proper
money management pro
vides them a record of
money invested in a sys
tematic way. If children are
taught to recognize how
much is spent on clothing,
they can be helped to value
them more.
Help is available for
parents to help their chil
dren in this regard.
Checking and savings
accounts provide a tool to
help keep track of how
money is spent. Financial
institutions provide materi
als for parents teachers and

community organizations,
to be used in helping to
educate young people in
matters of saving and
investing. All financial
institutions offer free or.
reduced-rate products to
help consumers organize
their spending.
Ms. Hendriex indicated that financial literacy in
teaching the importance of
saving, credit and banking
services also provides tips
on how to .take advantage
of products and services to
meet one's needs. Children
need to know these things.
Consequently, she said,
changing the mind-set of
today's children who are
society's future consumers
is going to take knowledge
of and appreciation financial literacy and must
include adult guidance at
an early age. And she adds,
"The learning must begin
at home."

Financial
continued from front page
reading to young children
and taking them to the
library on a regular basis to
enhance their interest in
books. Ms. Hendriex sug
gests taking children to the
bank and allowing them to
participate and when
appropriate, handle their
own accounts, such expe
riences introduce them to
the workings of financial
institutions at an early age
and fosters a beginning
level of financial under
standing.
"A good method," she
said, "is for parents to give
children an allowance on
the parents' pay day; allow
them to keep a percentage
for themselves, and deposit
the balance to their own
accounts. This personal
involvement allows for
first-hand experience with
banks.
In that way, she says,
children learn what to do at
banks whether putting

Ex-Teacher Pleads Guilty to Tampa Hitand-Run That Killed Two Kids
TAMPA, Fla. (AP) _
A former elementary
school dance teacher
pleaded guilty Tuesday to
leaving the scene of an
accident for the hit-andrun deaths of two young
brothers 17 months ago
and will receive up to
three years in prison.
Jennifer Porter will
have her sentence deter
mined at an October hear
ing. She could have

received a 15-year sen
tence if she had been con
victed at trial.
In May she had reject
ed a similar plea deal that
would have sent her to
prison for three years for
the March 31, 2004,
deaths of Bryant Wilkins,
13, and ’his brother
Durantae Caldwell, 3. An
8-year-old sister and 2year-old brother were
injured.

She and her attorney
are gambling that the
judge will give her a
lighter sentence.
"Jennifer is throwing
herself on the mercy of
this court and the commu
nity, and we hope the
court, after hearing all the
facts, will do what we
ask, and that is not to put
Jennifer in jail," attorney
Barry Cohen said.
She left the scene and

XHyUJ|PPY AND SAFE

LABOR DAY WEEKEND!

drove to her parents'
home and did not come
forward for five days. She
said a white van had
struck the children first,
throwing them into her
car, but investigators con
cluded the van wasn't
involved.
She has said she didn't
stop because she was too
scared.
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THE ART OF
LIVIN'

Lodge and their posi
tions are Worshipful
Master - J. C. Warden,
Senior Warden - Mike
McLander,
Junior
Warden
Theodis
Wright, Secretary
Eddie Pringle, Treasurer
- Tom Carter, Chaplain Walter Barnes, Junior
Deacon - Lee Cobb and
Tyler - Victor Sanchez.
HISTORICAL BA
CKGROUND NEGRO
FRATERNAL
by Norman E. Jones II
ORGAZATIONS
IN
AMERICA
(727) 895 - 4126
Much credit must be
given to and great
emphasis should be
placed on the many ben
efits the Negro received
from fraternal organiza
tions during thd first five
decades following their
emancipation from phys
bondage( 1865■ ical
1915). These fraternal
institutions provided the
means whereby Negroes
literally lifted them
selves in America by his
own
bootstraps.
It
Donated bv Addiel Wii ferns, FMl
offered ways for the
Negro to adjust to their
Masonic Lodge Prince Hall No. 109 plaque dedi
new status of freedom in
cated by Br. Addel Williams, past Worshipful
America. There were
Master.
The St. Petersburg William Buyers - Senior several benefits these
Lodge 109 of the Prince Ward and W.
H. organizations offered to
Hall
Masonic Hutcherson - Junior the masses of Negroes in
International may be the Ward. The first official America'. There were
longest continuous serv meeting of the lodge was also many other tangible
ice organization in held on in a building membership benefits in
Pinellas County. Located located on the corner of these - fraternal lodges.
near the Southwest cor 8th Street and Charles They offered sick bene
ner. of Midtown, \he Court in an area known fits and the assurance of
a decent burial.
lodge will celebrate one as the Pepper Town.
They also built and
hundred and three con
In 1922, this lodge
maintained
school build
secutive years of service moved its offices to the
ings
for
"Collard
to
St.
Petersburg’s comer of Ninth Street
Students."
African
American and Fourth Avenue
Even under the -most
Community next year. In South. These facilities
circum
the fall of 1882, St. were shared with the unbearable
stances
and
conditions,
Petersburg
residents, Knights of the Pythias Negro they could always find
Robert Richardson, Wi another
strength and encourage
lliam Buyer, W. H. Community
Service
Later, ment by going to the
Hutcherson, R. B. Blent, Organization.
J. Johnson, Charles lodge members Albert "Own lodges" where the
McCray,
James Alien, Thomas Birden, world engage in various
Thompson, W. Lewis, E. Hargrove - Alexander, rituals and ceremonies
gave them a sense of dig
Powell, W. Lewis, J. A. Mack Heath, Mose
nity, importance and
Biot, Walter Davis, John Kelly, Dan Walton,
belonging. These frater
W. Williams and G. Oscar McCullough and
Powell assembled in a Mack Dixon broke nal lodges preceded all
African American Greek
house near the corner of ground and built a new
Eighth Street and Third facility at 1035 Third Letter Organizations,
Norman E. Jones
Avenue, South. They Avenue, South in the
can
be reached 'by writ
talked about establishing Gas Plant Area. It was a
ing
to
Heritage
three-story
a local chapter of the beautiful
International
Press,
Prince Hall Masonic structure.
Historic
Open
Air
The new building
International. On the
11th day of February in leased office space to Station, Post Office Box
1034, St. Petersburg, FL
the
1893, the St. other African American
Petersburg Prince Hall organizations. The build 33733, by calling (727)
Masonic International ing also was the location 895-4126, or by Email:
awarded its 109th chap of many dances and NORMANJONES@aol.
ter in this city. The pur other social events. com
pose of the organization Perhaps the most impor
is- to .promote goodwill tant contribution the St.
and establish morals for Petersburg Prince Hall
the African American Masonic International
population.
Lodge was the donation
The initial officers of space to house a pub
of the 109 Prince Hall of lic library for African
St. Petersburg were Americans
residents.
Robert Richardson - The current officers of
Worshipful
Master, Prince Hall Masonic

Israelis At Professor's Trial Describe
Gruesome Bombing Scene
bv Mitch Stacy
Associated Press Writer
TAMPA, Fla. (AP)
-Witnesses to a deadly
suicide bombing in Israel
told jurors Tuesday in the
terrorism trial of a former
U.S. college professor how
a bomb-laden car slammed
into a commuter bus,
which was thrown into the
air by the fiery explosion.
Bodies without heads and
limbs littered the street.
Prosecutors in the trial
of Sami Al-Arian used
eyewitness testimony from
a bus driver, two passen
gers and a police officer to
recount the June 5, 2002,
bombing at Megiddo
Junction near Afula in
northern Israel. Seventeen
people were killed and
.dozens injured:
Witnesses described
how the explosion's force
lifted the bus into the air,
and photos of the car that
carried the explosives
showed an unrecognizable
heap of charred and twist
ed metal. Responsibility
was claimed by the
Palestinian Islamic Jihad,
which Al-Arian is accused
of supporting.
Israeli police officer
Khaled Zoubi was ih a car
nearby, saw the car crash

Wince laOS

into the bus and the result
ing explosion. When offi
cers were able to approach
on foot, they saw devasta
tion and severely injured
passengers trying to get
out of the burning wreck
age, Zoubi testified in
Hebrew through an inter
preter.
Zoubi said he saw
"people without heads,
legs, body limbs, livers,
hearts, all kinds of body
parts that were flying even
across the street."
Al-Arian, the 47-yearold former University of
South Florida professor,
and three co-defendants
are standing trial in federal
court charged with raising
money and supporting the
deadly mission of the PIJ,
a State Department-desig
nated terrorist group
blamed for more than 100
deaths in Israel, the West
Bank and Gaza Strip.
They are not accused
of any direct involvement
in the attacks, and defense
attorneys have challenged
the testimony, and grue
some photos as irrelevant,
prejudicial and inflamma
tory. U.S. District Judge
James S. Moody Jr. has
reminded the jury that
prosecutors still must

prove that the PIJ carried
out the attacks and that the
defendants knew the
money they were raising
financed them.
The bus from Tel Aviv
to Tiberias was full of
commuters, many of them
Israeli soldiers traveling to
their bases, witnesses said.
Driver Micael Harel testi
fied that he heard the
explosion, felt the bus
move off the ground and
saw what he described as a
"gray curtain" of smoke
overtake him.
After crawling out of the
wreckage through the bro
ken windshield, he said,
"I looked around and I
saw the whole ground
burning." Despite being
injured, Harel began trying
to help two women
trapped in the luggage
compartment Of the bus,
Then he moved on to oth
ers.
"I tried to take some
one, and he died in my
arms," Harel testified
through an interpreter.
Assaf Sharabi, a young
Israeli soldier who was on
the bus and suffered a seri
ous injury to one of his
legs, described the aftermath. .

Trust

Let the SCOOTER Store show
you why thousands of people
have trusted us to help them
regain their independence.
From help with Medicare
and insurance paperwork to in-;
home delivery, we work
hard to earn your trust.

leUThe SCOOTER Store
1-866-877-0630
please mention code:
WC18905

raising money as they
fueled the cycle of suicide
bombings.
The men deny they
supported violent acts and
say they are being perse
cuted for championing
views that are unpopular
with the U.S. government.
The trial, which is
expected to last several
more months, could be cut
short if Moody ends up
taking action'on an accu
sation of juror misconduct.
Two jurors reported that a
third juror had made com
ments about the case
despite being told not to
talk about it. ,
Moody
questioned
jurors individually, with
two saying they heard the
man make "pro-govern
ment" comments about the
case.
Attorneys discussed
the issue at the bench
Monday, and it wasn't
immediately clear what
might happen. Defense
attorneys want the juror
removed and may want a
mistrial. Moody took case
law from the attorneys
Tuesday and said he will
decide later.

St. Petersburg Pediatries
SEVILLE
2818 -’54th Ave. S.z St. Petersburg, FL 33712
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PINELLAS COUNTY ANNUAL REPORT.
ON THE STATE HOUSING INITIATIVES
PARTNERSHIP (SHIP) PROGRAM
The Pinellas County Annual Report on the SHIP Program
through June 30, 2005 will be available for review by the pub
lic between September 5 and September 9, 2005. The Report
may be reviewed between 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. in the
Pinellas County Community Development Department at 600
Cleveland Street, Suite 800, Clearwater, Florida 33755.
Comments on the Report will be accepted through September 9,
2005.
Provide written comments to the Pinellas County
Community Development Department at the above address or
send to the Florida Housing Finance Corporation, 227 North
Bronough Street, Suite 5000, Tallahassee, Florida 32301.
Comments may be emailed to lyancey@pinellascounty.org.
Call Larry Yancey at (727) 464-8244 for additional information.

"Everything
was
burning, actual flames,
and (there were) many
tears on the bus," he testi
fied through an interpreter.
"If I wouldn't have known
it was a bus, I wouldn't
have been able to identify
it."
As the trial approaches
the end of its third month,
jurors also have heard
about 1995 PIJ bombings
in Beit Lid, Israel, which
killed 22 people, and at the
Gaza settlement of Kfar
Darom, which claimed the
lives of eight people,
including
20-year-old
American student Alisa
Flatow.
Al-Arian and his co
defendants face a 53-count
indictment that includes
charges of providing mate
rial support to terrorists,
racketeering and conspira
cy. Five other meh have
been indicted but have not
been arrested.
Prosecutors allege they
used the academic think
tank, a Palestinian charity
and school founded by AlArian in Tampa as
fundraising fronts for the
PIJ. Prosecutors say they
acted as the communica
tions arm of the PIJ,
spreading the word and
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STATE NEWS
Judge's Harsh Contempt Sentence Leads to
Judicial Ethics Probe
By Curt Anderson
Associated Press Writer
Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
(AP), - Coleen Forbes says
she got the shock of her
life when her 19-year-old
son, Stacey, left tjie house
one day in March for jury
duty and later telephoned
to say he'd been sentenced
to four months in jail.
Circuit
Judge
Eileen
O'Connor found Forbes in
contempt of court for fail
ing to disclose his arrest
history in questions posed
to prospective jurors. It's
not often that a would-be
juror winds up in jail, and
almost unheard of for such
a lengthy sentence.
"I was speechless
when my child called me,"
Mrs. Forbes said. "I felt
so helpless. He's in court,

Geoffrey C. Hazard, law
professor at the University
of Pennsylvania. ''This
judge seems to have a selfserving, rigid interpreta
tion of legal require
ments,"
The controversy- has
struck a nerve in Broward
County's black communi
ty, whose leaders question
whether O'Connor can" be
fair to minorities.
"Judge O'Connor is
applying a standard differ
ent from the one she has
applied to herself," said
Marsha Ellison, president
of the area branch of the
National Association for
the
Advancement
of
Colored People.
O'Connor, 56, was
appointed to ttie bench in
2003 by Gov. Jeb Bush
after a 24-year career as-a
federal prosecutor han
dling cases ranging from
public corruption and
health care fraud to
weapons, arson and money
laundering. From 1999. to
20.02, She ran the Broward
County branch of the U.S.
attorney's office in South
Florida, supervising about
60 people.
On tier judicial appli
cation, she answered no"

Lauderdale branch of the
NAACP, according to sev
eral attorneys familiar
with the case. Facts sur
rounding the probe w.ould
Only become public record
if any charges are filed
against O'Connor.
O'Connor's
lawyer,
Michael Tein, said the
allegations about discrimi
nation complaints _ one
based on religion filed by a
Jewish prosecutor, the
other on race filed by a
black prosecutor _ are
groundless and never rose
to the level of formal com
plaints. He has requested
personnel .files from the
Justice Department to
prove that O'Connor did
not make any false state
ments on her judicial
application,
he's scared, he doesn't
Stacey Forbes served,
know what's going on. I almost a- month of his con
can't describe the helpless tempt
sentence
until
feeling that you have."
O'Connor agreed to hjs
Now O'Connor herself is release April 20 to allow
the subject of a state judi time for an appeal, Forbes
cial ethics probe into aller declined to be interviewed
gations that she failed to on the advice of his
disclose on her application lawyer, Bill Gelin, who is
to
reverse
to become a judge that she seeking
had been the subject of O'Connor's decision and
two discrimination com has called repeatedly for
plaints while a supervisor her to be removed from the
in the U.S; Attorney's bench
"I don't see how .she can
Office in Fort Lauderdale.
I
"It'sthe-principle of sit up there; ft's about race
the thing. Even Judge arid the criminal justice
O'Connor is not above the system," Gelin said.
. 'Unfortunately,,
a
law," said Mrs. Forbes,
large number of criminal
who like her son is black.
The state Judicial Quali defendants areminorities."
Legal experts -,say it is
fications Commission, an
arm of the state Supreme unusual for a judge to
Court that handles ethics impose such a harsh con
matters involving Florida tempt sentence..
'The four-month sen
judges, is reviewing a
complaint on behalf of tence, in my opinion as
Forbes by the Fort clearly excessive,"' said

to

a

question

asking

seen any evidence of reli
gious or ethnic bias on her
part.
"That's so far afield
from her basic makeup, it's
virtually impossible for
me to jbelieve," said David
Bogenshutz,
a
Fort
Lauderdale attorney who,
said he has known
O'Connor for 20 years.
"I don't think there's a
discriminatory bone in her
body," said Miami attorney
Alviri Entin, ‘who said he
has known her for 25
years. "She is a person
whose word, you can trust.
She's one of the most fun
damentally decent people I
know"
O'Connor's defenders
say that she must have had
a good reason for impos
ing such a stiff sentence on
Stacey Forbes. But his
lawyer and family say he
simply misunderstood the
question for jurors, think
ing tie was being asked if
he had any convictions on
his record _ he does not _
rather than simply arrests.
His prior record involves
car break-ins and marijua
na possession, according
to police.
Forbes could return to
jail to serve the remaining
three months of his sen

whether current or-former tence if his- appeal is
" co-workers, \ subordi unsuccessful. His mother
nates, supervisors, cus said the cloud hanging
tomers or clients ever filed over her son makes it diffi
a formal complaint or cult for him to get a job of
accusation of misconduct enroll in school.
He's just sitting and
against you."
Former colleagues and waiting and hoping that
several prominent South everything will turn out
Florida defense lawyers OK," she said.
who
jousted
with
O'Connor in court for
years say they have.'never

Florida Man Sentenced to 26 Months in Prison
for Possessing Lethal Toxin
OCALA, Fla. (AP) - A
man arrested in January
after police received a tip
that tie had the poison ricin
at his home was sentenced
to more than twd years in
federal, prison.
Steven
Michael Ekberg, 23, of
Ocala, pleaded guilty in

May to one count of unlaw
ful possession of the lethal
toxin. He was sentenced
Thursday to two years and
two months in prison fol
lowed by two years' of. pro
bation and drug counseling.
Ekberg was arrested
after a tipster told the sher-

iffs office that Ekberg had
weapons and a box full of
poisons, including ricin, at
his home. Federal and state
agents searching Ekberg's
home found a box of chem
icals, including three vials
that showed a positive result
for ricin.

As little as 500 micro
grams of the pefison, about
the-size of the head of a pin,
can be fatal, according to
the federal Centers for
Disease Control and Pre
vention.
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Police Search for Suspect in Shooting of Rap
Mogul Suge Knight
By Curt Anderson
Associated Press Writer
MIAMI (AP) - Police
searched for a suspect
Sunday in the shooting of
rap mogul Marion "Suge"
Knight, who underwent
surgery for non-life threat
ening injuries after the
attack at a Miami Beach
party coinciding with the
MTV
Video
Music
Awards.
Knight, 40, was shot
once in ttie upper right leg
by an unknown assailant
about 12:42 a.m. Sunday
at a star-studded party
hosted by Grammy-win
ing hip hop artist Kanye
West, Miami Beach police
spokesman
Bobby
Hernandez said. A police
report described the shoot
er only as a black male
wearing a pink shirt.
"We are interviewing
all the witnesses we can to
hopefully develop a com
posite," Hernandez said

z

Sunday.
Officials at Mt. Sinai
Medical Center in Miami
Beach said Knight was
scheduled for surgery to
remove a bullet from his
leg and repair a fractured
bone. His condition was
listed as good when he
was admitted, and an
updated condition was not
immediately available.
Knight's attorney in
Los Angeles, Dermot
Givens, did not immedi
ately return a telephone
call seeking comment.
Hernandez said the first
police officer to respond
to the shooting was an offduty Florida Highway
Patrol officer who was
working security at the
nightclub.
A group of friends
waiting at the hospital said
Knight was alert and talk
ative after the shooting.
Several witnesses said
Knight was sitting at a

table about 12:30 a.m. in
the VIP Red Room section
of the Shore Club when a
man walked up and fired
shots. No one else was
injured.
"I was dancing beside
him, then I heard a pop
that sounded like a cham
pagne bottle had been
opened,’ then I saw his
bodyguards throw them
selves on him," New Yorkbased artist Lilo Kim told
The Miami Herald. "It
happened so fast, people
were in a panic, trying to
get out of there."
Celebrities
‘ who
attended the party includ
ed Jessica Alba, Eddie
Murphy, Paris Hilton, the
Game and The Black Eyed
Peas, but it was not clear if
they were still there when
ttie shooting happened.

charts in the 1990s with
West Coast stars including
Snoop Dogg and Tupac
Shakur.
Knight was convicted in
1992 of assault and
weapons violations and
was placed on probation.
In 1996, he was jailed for
five years for violating
probation after he and sev
eral associates, including
Shakur, were recorded on
videotape beating a gang
rival at a Las Vegas hotel.
Shakur was later shot to
death in Las Vegas.

Relatives of slain rapper
Notorious B.I.G. have also
accused
Knight
of
involvement in B.LG.'s
death; though police have
never named Knight as a
suspect.

Knight co-founded the
pioneering rap label Death
Row Records and hit the

FAMU Students Return to Classes
With School in Turmoil

TALLAHASSEE,
Fla.
(AP) - After a year Of
scandals, investigations
and . financial difficulties
at Florida A&M Un
iversity, interim President
Castell Bryant is intent on
restoring the school's
respect.
Since she took over
the school in January,
Bryant's been faced with a
slew of problems. The ath
letics program conceded
nearly 200 rules viola
tions, two professors were
collecting
paychecks
while ' working full time
out of state, the National
Science Foundation inves
tigated misuse of grant
money and more.
'For the first two or
three months here; I did
not get out of my car one
morning that I did not
have a new crisis waiting
for me," said Bryant.
''I've really, really been
bogged down with trying
to fix the financial things
that were already, pointed
out and were at a crisis
level."
Following dynamic
growth through the 1990s
When Frederick Hump
hries served as president,
the last few years have
been painful. Bryant
believes the 2005-06 will
be a make or break year at
the state's only public his
torical black college and
she's determined not to
see it break.
There has beeri plenty
to fix. Bills were delin
quent, some administra
tors were paid late
because of accounting
errors, and the former
football coach was told to
stay home last fall
because there wasn't
enough money to recruit
players.
The National Science

Foundation threatened in connected chancellor of "It will take us a good
State
University solid two or three years
April to stop all its federal the
grants to Florida A&M if System, as Florida A&M's for us to get to the level
it didn't quickly solve its provost is one of the where we need to be,"
financial problems. The moves that infuriated Bryant said.
Students, new and old,
school eventually reached Bishop.
"There is absolutely are remarkably loyal; con
a settlement:
: Accompanying
the no way an interim presi fident things will improve:
troubles has been declin dent has the authority to "This institution has been
ing enrollment. About bind the hands of a future around since 1887," said
9,750 students are signed permanent president," said David Gibson, Jr., , a 21up for classes this fall, Bishop, who likes Austin, year-old senior business
well below the high-water but not the way she was major from West Palm
mark of some 13,000 less picked. Bryant, however, Beach! "It will continue.
enjoys the backing of The alumni is growing
than a decade ago.
Bryant has not just Gov. Jeb Bush, who hailed bigger and bigger. We'll
rely on that as well as the
stood by and watched. Austin's selection.
"It's the president's student body to make sure
She fired a law school
dean, the football coach prerogative to hire his or that this, university will
and the twO absentee pro her team in consultation continue."
Gibson said the turbu
Board .of
fessors. She let .other with the
employees go as a cost Trustees," Bush said. For lence has a way of uniting
cutting measure. She as many changes as she's everyone. "It brings the
slapped a spending mora made, Bryant still has students together and
torium on cell phones and concerns. “This year will (makes) the administra
travel after a private audit determine the future of tion and alumni work
of the school's finances this university," she told harder to make this insti
identified $23 million in faculty members earlier tution better," he said.
Several
incoming
discrepancies and hired a this month. Among her
said
they
new provost to help clean worries is a pending 2008 freshmen
assessment from
the weren't dissuaded by the
up the mess.
of
stories
"I'm riot going to Southern Association of avalanche
Florida
spend any time trying to Colleges and Schools, chronicling
figure out why something particularly since the uni A&M's difficulties. "I
happened," Bryant said. versity is still trying to know it's a great school
"My job is to fix it. It resolve some shortcom regardless," said Christina
doesn't matter what hap ings pointed out by SACS Jackson, an 18-year-old
freshman from Orlando
pened."
in a 1998 evaluation.
The NCAA is expect who plans to major in
Her take-charge style
has ruffled feathers among ed, to come down with English. "I really liked
some faculty and at least penalties in October for the atmosphere when I
one of the school's nearly 200 violations in came to visit and I got a
trustees. "We’re actually the athletic department, really good scholarship."
Bryant, who grew up
witnessing
a
regime albeit many are of the sec
in Jasper, just north of
change," said Trustee ondary nature.
Even the school's Lake City, took the inter
Barney Bishop. "We're
replacing one clique of famed "Marching 100" im position with the
people with another. Who band may not be able to understanding that she
knows if they're better?"
attend all .of the football wouldn't be considered for
A 1970 graduate of games this fall because of the permanent post. The
the school, Bryant, took the massive budget issues. question remains how
over at Florida A&M after The athletic department long she will be allowed
another alumnus^ Fred chipped in $400,000 a to turn around the univer
Gainous, was fired after year ago to help out with sity. "That is not for me
little more than two years band costs, but its budget to decide," Bryant said.
as president.
Bryant's has been slashed by a mil "As long as I'm here, I'm
committed to do the very
decision to, hire Debra lion.
best job I can do."
Austin, the politically
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Gallagher Announces
Consumer Service Locations
For Hurricane Katrina Victims
TALLAHASSEE
Florida’s Chief Financial
Officer Tom Gallagher
announced four locations
where consumer service
professionals will be as
sisting victims of Hurri
cane Katrina. In his capac
ity as State Fire Marshal,
Gallagher also directed the
Department of Financial
Service’s efforts to cooper
ate in state efforts to aid
the devastated areas in
neighboring Gulf Coast
states.
"We certainly send our
thoughts and prayers to our
neighbors in Alabama,
Mississippi and Louisiana
who have seen incalcula
ble devastation from Hur
ricane Katrina, and we will
be looking to assist them in
every way we can," said
Gallagher. "The death,
damage and destruction in
Mississippi and Louisiana
are beyond comprehen
sion. My director of the
Division of the State Fire
Marshal has been deployed
to Mississippi to help over
see search and rescue
efforts'"
Gallagher detailed law
enforcement detectives to
jpin six teams from Florida
to aid in law enforcement
and search arid rescue
efforts - these efforts,
presently are concentrated
in six lower Mississippi
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Tom Gallagher

counties and along the
Gulf Coast. He also is
assisting in providing am
bulances and fire engines
to the impacted areas.
Gallagher said, "Here
in Florida we saw thou
sands of. Floridians also
experience major flood'
and wind damage., and we
Want to help get their lives
back to normal as soon as
possible.".
The Department of
Financial Service’s spe
cialists will be located at:
• Publix Shopping
Center, 12850 Biscayne
Blvd., N. Miami
• Home Depot, 13501
S. Dixie Hwy, Kendall
The Department of Fi
nancial Services will, also
be sending specialists to
the Miami-Dade disaster
assistance sites located at:
• Caleb Center, 5400

NW 22nd Ave, Miami
• South Dade Gov
ernment Center, 10710
SW211 St, Miami
The insurance special
ists will be available to
help Floridians from 8 AM
to 6 PM.
Hurricane insurance
assistance in Broward
County is available from
the Department of Finan
cial Services at 499 NW
70th Ave., Room 301B,
Plantation or by calling
954-797-8325.
In Pensacola, the
DFS Consumer Services
office is located on 610 E.
Burgess Road and can be
reached at 850-453-7800.
Gallagher said con
sumers can also obtain
assistance by calling Jhe
DFS Hurricane Hotline at
1-800-22-STQRM.
As a statewide elected
officer of the Florida
Cabinet, Chief Financial
Officer Tom Gallagher
oversees the Department
of Financial Services, a
multi-division state agency
responsible for manage
ment of state funds' and
unclaimed property, assist
ing consumers who request,
information and help relat
ed to financial services,
and investigating financial
fraud. Gallagher also
serves as the State Fire
Marshal.

♦
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Gallagher Moves To
Prevent Public
Adjusters From Price
Gouging Hurricane
Katrina Victims

American Red Cross
Information:
Hurricane 2005 Re
lief and other Related
Events:
Victims of Hurricane
Katrina are attempting to
recover from the massive
storm that is still making
its way across the MidAtlantic States. American
Red Cross volunteers have
been deployed to the hard
est hit areas of Katrina’s
destruction,
supplying
hundreds of thousands vic
tims left homeless with
critical necessities. By
making a financial gift to
Hurricane 2005 Relief, the
Red Cross can provide
shelter, food, counseling
and other assistance to
those in need.
National Disaster Relief Fund:
You can help the vic
tims of thousands of disas
ters across the country
each year by' making a fi
nancial gift: to the Disaster
Relief Fund, which en
ables the Red Cross to pro
vide shelter, food, counsel
ing and other assistance to
those in heed.
Your Local
Red
Cross Chapter:
Your local Red Gross
chapter is committed to
meeting the humanitarian
needs of the people in your
area, be it in disaster pre
paredness, disaster re
sponse, first: aid and CPR
training, or disease preven
tion.
You can help support
your local chapter pro
grams. and, services by a.
gift to Your Local Red
Cross Chapter. The gift
will be: sent to your, local
area chapter based on zip
code.

Thousands of people sought refuge in the New
Orleans Superdome arena, which the city desig
nated as a shelter of last resort.
photo by Eric Gay,

Associated Press

International
Re
sponse Fund:
You can help those
affected by the West Afri
can famine and countless
other crises around the
world each year by making
a financial gift to the
American Red Cross In
ternational
Response
Fund, which will provide
immediate relief and long
term support through sup
plies, technical assistance
and other support to help
those in need. For the
bomb emergency in Lon-:
don, the British Red Cross
has got requested assis
tance; therefore the Amer
ican Red Cross is not solic
iting or acceptirig contribu
tions for this emergency.
The American Red Cross

has also announced that
the needs have been met
for its tsunami relief pro
gram.
The American Red
Cross is not a government
agency and all Red Cross
disaster assistance is free
thanks to the generosity of
people like you. The value
of your donation is in
creased by the fact that the
ratio of volunteer Red
Cross workers to paid staff
is almost 36 to one.
Contributions to the
American Red Cross, a
tax-exempt organization
under Section 501(c)(3) of
the Internal Revenue Code,
are deductible for comput
ing income and estate
taxes.

George E. Banks, M.D.
Gynecology
5203 Central Avenue
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TALLAHASSEE
Florida’s Chief Financial
Officer Tom Gallagher
issued an emergency rule
to prevent the victims of
Hurricane Katrina from
becoming the victims of
price gouging by public
insurance adjusters. In
addition to limiting fees,
the rule contains other con
sumer protections for vic
tims who may consider
contracting with public
adjusters.
Gallagher found the
need to impose the rules
after Hurricane .Charley hit
in August 2004 and there
were reports of adjusters
demanding fees of up to 25
percent.
"Floridians upset after
seeing their property dam
aged by Hurricane Katrina
can be particularly vulner
able to signing contracts
that are unfair and possibly

unnecessary," said Galla
gher. "They need to strong
ly consider whether they
need the assistance of a
public adjuster, as any fees
will inevitably come out of
their claim settlement."The new rule caps ad
juster fees at 10 percent of
the claim payment; gives
the consumer 14 days to
cancel a contract made
with a public adjuster
without penalty, and pro
hibits public adjusters
from demanding any up
front payments or compen
sation prior to final settle
ment of the claim.
Gallagher also warned
Floridians to make sure
they are dealing with a
licensed public adjuster.
The Division of Insurance
Fraud arrested seven indi
viduals last year for acting
as public adjusters without
a license.

Families Respond To
Improvements In The
Healthy Kids
Program
Year round enrollment and improved customer
service lead to thousands of applications and
new enrollments since June 10th
TALLAHASSEE Florida families with unin
sured children are finding
it easier to enroll in the
Florida Healthy Kids pro
gram. As children head
back to school, parents are
learning through a state
wide campaign about: the
program's customer, serv
ice, improvements, con
sumer-driven Web site- re
design and simplified ap
plication process for en
rollment.
Since Governor Jeb
Bush signed legislation
allowing the program to
resume year-round enroll
ment in June, thousands of
new children have enrolled
in the state subsidized
health program. Tradition
ally Healthy Kids experi
ences a: high volume of
applications when children
go back to school in the
fall. As a result, Healthy
Kids staff expects to pro
cess nearly 5,000 applica
tions per week for the next
two months as families
respond to the program’s
back-to-school campaign.
During the first two
weeks of August alond,
5,740 requests for applica
tions were received by
phone, and 15,000 were
downloaded from the
Healthy Kids Web site.
Families can call the toll
free hotline to request an
application or download
one from the Healthy Kids
Web site at www.healthv
kids.org.
"This is a critical time
of the year for us and we
knew we had to make sure
families experience a posi
tive enrollment process
from sign-ups to check
ups," explained Rose Naff,
executive director of
Florida Healthy Kids. "So
the first thing we did was
go straight to our parents
to get suggestions on how

to further improve the pro
gram."
Ms. Naff and her staff
visited with Spanish and
English-speaking families
across the state during the
summer to get input on
how to make the program
better. During those meet
ings, families said they
wanted improved customer
service and less paper
work, less often, which the
Legislature approved.
"Overwhelmingly, par
ents asked for peace of
mind that their child's
health coverage would be
there when they needed it,"
Naff said.
Healthy Kids respond
ed by first allowing en
rolled families to view
their account information
on-line. The Healthy Kids
Web site (www.healthv
kids.org) was re-designed
and the content updated
with clear, reliable infor
mation that families can
access day or night. At
their convenience, families
enrolled in the program
can use the Web site to
check their accounts and
make online payments.
In addition, more
phone lines and more cus
tomer service representa
tives were added to the
Healthy Kids hotline.
"Even with these ad
vances in the program's
accessibility, we are still
looking ahead to more:
improvements," Naff said.
"Our goal is to continue to
listen to the families we
serve as we work to fill the
program with eligible
uninsured children."
To learn more about
the Healthy Kids program
or to download an applica
tion, families can log onto
www.healthykids.org or
call 1-888-540-KIDS (1888-540-5437) for enroll
ment information
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NATIONAL NEWS
Katrina

Jackson Lends Support to Chavez, Saying US and
Venezuela Must Work
Out Differences

continued from front page

Storm waters covered
new sand that had been
dredged from offshore and
washed into a beachfront
parking lot at the center of the
community on Santa Rosa
Island. In Santa Rosa County,
Navarre Beach, another com
munity on the barrier island,
also was getting battered
again although not.as severely
as in the last two hurricanes.
"Gulf Boulevard is
awash arid the road is starting
to come up in some places,"
said Santa Rosa County
spokesman Don Chinery.
"There's some erosion going
on."
At the eastern end of the
barrier island, which extends
about 50 miles from
Pensacola to Destin, water
had washed across U.S: 98
and Santa Rosa Boulevard,
both near Fort Walton Beach.
Repairs only 'recently had
been completed on that sec
tion of U.S. 98 after it was
damaged by Dennis. Power
lines also were swaying ih the
wind at Navarre Beach,
Chinery said.
Gulf
Power
Co.
spokesman John Hutchinson
said 117,000 homes arid busi
nesses were without power,
including about 83,000 in
Escambia; 25,000 in Santa
-Rosa; arid 7,000 in Okaloosa
County. Katrina's size and
slow movement, however,
put repair work on hold.
Hutchinson said repair work
would continue through then
night.

Power, however, was
restored to the Main Street
sewage treatment plant in
Pensacola that serves most
Escambia
residents.
Authorities had urged people
to conserve water because the
outage was causing sewage
backups.
More than 1,700 people
Were in shelters in Escambia
including some who had
evacuated from Louisiana
and Mississippi. Many others
were in Panhandle hotels.
Automobile dealer Jim
Robinson, 52, evacuated with
his family from their bayside
home in Pascagoula, Mis
sissippi, to their condo at
Perdido Key although author
ities also had urged people to
get off the barrier island
southwest of Pensacola.
"This complex came through
Ivan with direct hit and had
no
structural damage,"
Robinson said. "We know
we're safe. That's no problem.
This is nothing compared to
Ivan," Katrina's outer bands
still knocked down power
lines and blew sand onto
beachfront roads and cars
parked outside Robinson's
condo. "If I could redo it, I'd
go father east," he acknowl
edged.
Before heading into the
gulf, Katrina, had hit South
Florida last Thursday as a
Category 1 storm with 80
mph winds, according to the
state. Some areas, including
Homestead, Cutler Ridge and
Naranja, were flooded, but it

a

was unclear how many
homes were damaged. Initial
computer modeling estimates
pegged the insured wind
damage at $600 million to $2
billion.
The federal government
has declared Broward and
Miami-Dade counties a disas
ter area, enabling officials to
receive reimbursement for
debris removal and emer
gency protective measures.
But the government has not
approved assistance for
homeowners with claims for
tom roofs, collapsed mobile
home walls and other dam
age.
Schools reopened in
Broward County and the
Florida Keys on Monday, but
remained closed in MiamiDade County. About 188,400
FJorida Power & Light cus
tomers in South Florida were
Jesse Jackson urged U. S. authorities to take action
still without power, and
38,700 BellSouth customers
By Christopher Toothaker
Venezuelan leader, calling government of planning to
were without phone lines.
Associated Press Writer
the conservative commenta overthrow him.- He warned
In Homestead, which had
CARACAS, Venezuela tor's statements "immoral" Friday that some American
to be rebuilt after being virtu
(AP) - The Rev. Jesse and "illegal."
leaders have considered
ally destroyed in 1992's
Jackson Offered support , for
Jackson urged U.S. killing him. U.S. officials
Hurricane Andrew, floodwa
President Hugo Chavez on authorities to take action, have repeatedly denied such
ters had receded Monday and
Sunday, saying a call for his and said the U.S. govern claims.
the. roads were open.
, assassination by a U.S. reli ment must choose "diplo
Robertson's comments
"We're looking very
gious broadcaster was a macy over any threats of last week have increased
good," said Ed Bowe,
•criminal act and that sabotage or isolation or already tense relations
spokesman
for
the
Washington arid Venezuela assassination."
between
Caracas
and
Homestead
Police
should work out their differ
We must choose a civ Washington, He called for
Department. ''It's been able to
ences through diplomacy.
ilized policy of rational con Chavez's assassination on
dry up substantially." He said
The U.S. civil rights versation," he told reporters his TV show -.'The 700
the Red Cross was doing
leader condemned last at a news conference.
Club," saying the United
assessments to flood-dam
week's suggestion by Pat Chavez, a self-styled "revo States should "take him
aged homes.
Robertson that American lutionary," has repeatedly out" because the Venezuelan
agents should kill the leftist accused President Bush's leader poses a danger to the

region.
Robertson, founder of
the Christian Coalition of
America and a supporter of
Bush's re-election bid, later
apologized.
The U.S. Federal Com
munications Commission
"must prohibit such threats
on the airwaves," said
Jackson,
who
arrived
Saturday for a visit along
with members of his
Rainbow/PUSH Coalition.
"I hope the FCC does
not remain silent regarding
what Robertson said,"
(Jackson added.
Rep
resentatives of the U.S. gov
ernment have expressed
concern that Chavez and his
close ally, Cuban leader
Fidel Castro, are fomentinginstability in Latin America.
Chavez and Castro deny it,
instead blaming the United
States for meddling in the
affairs of Latin nations.
Ip
a
speech
to'
Venezuela's
National
Assembly, Jackson said
every country has a right to
self-determination,,
and
touched on subjects from
poverty to Martin Luther
King Jr.'s role in the civil
rights struggle of American
blacks.
"Though our histories are
burdensome with pain and

often bitter memories, we
must have the strength to
get ahead and not just get
even," Jackson said to a
rousing applause from
Venezuelan
lawmakers.
Jackson later met and shook
hands with Chavez during
the Venezuelan leader's
weekly radio and television
program.
"Reverend Jackson,
you can be sure that we will
continue fighting for the
ideas of Martin Luther
King, for Christ the
Redeemer's idea of loving
one another and building a
society of equals through
our peaceful and democratic
revolution," said Chavez.
He told Jackson he wanted
to discuss the possibility of
sending oil at preferential
terms to poor communities
in the United States.
Since taking office in
1999, Chavez has survived
a 2002 coup, a 2003 strike
and a recall referendum last
year. He is up for re-election
next year, and recent polls
suggest he has a 70 percent
approval rating;

INTERNATIONAL NEWS
Zimbabwe's President Criticizes Church Leaders At
Funeral of Former Cabinet Minister
By Michael Hartnack
Associated Press Writer
HARARE, Zimbabwe
(AP) - President Robert
Mugabe used the funeral of
a former Cabinet minister
Sunday to publicly repri
mand church leaders, who
have been among the most
outspoken
critics
of
Zimbabwe's human rights
record.
Addressing the funeral
of Josiah Tungamirai,
Mugabe recalled that the
Cabinet minister and retired
air force commander had
quit a Catholic seminary to
.join the fight against white
rule in what was then

Rhodesia.
Tungamirai's goal had
been "to serve others,
something which is sadly
missing in some churches
today,"
Mugabe
said.
"Zimbabwe is no home for
traitors, for political st
ooges, for political crooks
and cowards."
Mugabe's comments
came the same week an
Anglican bishop who is a
strong supporter of the pres
ident was brought before an
ecclesiastic court on cha
rges ranging from be
smirching the church to
incitement to murder.
Mugabe,
who
led
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Zimbabwe to independence
in 1980, has beeri widely
criticized for his increasing
ly autocratic rule.
Also Sunday, children's
welfare -groups joined
together to demand an end
to forced evictions under a
slum clearance campaign
that the United Nations esti
mates has destroyed the

homes or livelihoods of
700,000 people.
The groups took out a
full-page add in the inde
pendent Sunday Standard
newspaper to announce the
formation of an alliance
called the Child Protection
Working Group made up of

local and international aid
groups, faith-based organi
zations and U.N. agencies.
• The alliance said the
government's
Operation
Murambatsvina - Drive Out.
Trash - was'exposing chil
dren to "exploitation, abuse
and violence."
It demanded an imme
diate end to the evictions
and measures to protect
children already affected _
risking heavy fines, seizure
of assets and jail terms for
defying a government bail
on non-governmental gr
oups that involve them
selves in "governance
issues."

Thousands of children
have missed schooling, had
their examinations disrupt
ed, or been separated from
their families "as a result of
continual population move
ments," said the alliance.
Government officials
did not respond Sunday to
the group's demands.
Zimbabwe authorities
claim the evictions have
stopped and rebuilding has
begun, but baton-wielding
paramilitaries removed mo
re than 600 people from a
farm near Harare last week.

Red Cross Says 1.2 Million
Africans Requested Help
Finding Missing Relatives
Last Year
Bv Uta Hamischfeger
Associated Press Writer
Geneva (ap) - The
international Red Cross
said Monday it received 1.2
million requests last year
for help finding missing
persons in Africa, where
families often get tom apart
fleeing civil strife.
The
Red Cross has been helping
families find missing rela
tives for almost 150 years,
but nearly all requests come
from Africans, International
Committee of the Red
Cross
spokeswoman
Antonella Notari said.
"The separation of
families in Africa is the
most everyday scenario:
There is an attack and peo
ple must flee their houses,
run away and leave every
thing behind," Notari said.
"Africa remains the conti
nent most affected by the
consequences of armed
conflict."
In addition to families
looking for husbands, chil
dren or mothers left behind
during civil strife, people
frequently ask the Red
Cross to help locate rela
tives who were members of

guerrilla or other armed
groups.
The ICRC received 1.2 mil
lion requests last year from
Africans asking them to
track down missing family
members. About 100,000
requests came from other
parts of the world. The Red
Cross said it succeeded in
finding 6,100 people across
the world.
Within Africa, the
Great
Lakes
region
accounts for more than half
of all search requests
received by the ICRC, with
West Africa in second
place, the ICRC said in a
statement.
As conflicts
calm down, the number of
search requests actually
increases, Notari said.
"For
example
in
Angola, Sierra Leone and
Liberia, you do not see any
more open conflicts, and it
is now that we can get in
touch with the families,"
she said. Tracing missing
family members is a long
standing service offered by
the Red Cross. Henry
Dunant, its 19th century
Swiss founder, is said to
have started conveying

messages from dying sol
diers to their families dur
ing the battle of Solferino, a
one-day battle between
Austrian
and
FrancoSardinian forces on June
24, 1859. During World
War I, the activity became
an essential part of Red
Cross activities.
Most commonly, peo
ple
missing
relatives
approach Red Cross or Red
Crescent staff in their vil
lages and ask them for help.
Red Cross personnel then
act as messengers and con
vey their search requests to
the national Red Cross, or
Red Crescent. ICRC looks
for people using means
ranging from "staff on don
key backs to satellite tele
phones and the internet,"
Notair said. In Iraq, the
ICRC allowed Iraqis to use
its satellite phones to call
family members outside the
country. In Angola and
Somalia, television hosts
often read out lists of miss
ing people.
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OBITUARIES____________
ST. PETERSBURG LAST RITES
CREAL, KETURAH

S., 81, of St. Petersburg,
died Monday (Aug. 22,
2005) at Bayfront Medical
Center after a long illness.

Funeral Services were held
on Tuesday, August 30,
2005 at St. Joseph’s
Catholic Church, Father
Timothy
Sherwood

MURPHY,

BIRDIE

M., 83, of St. Petersburg,
died Tuesday (Aug. 23,
2005) at Palms of Pasadena
Hospital. Funeral Services
were held on Saturday,
August 27, 2005 at the
Greater
Mount
Zion
African Methodist Epis
copal Church. She came
here many years ago from

Celebrant. Burial services
were held on Wednesday,
at the Florida National
Cemetery in Bushnell
Florida.
She was a retired
teacher and co-owner of
Creal Funeral Home. She
was a member of St.
Joseph's Catholic Church,

Ladies Auxiliary of the
Florida Morticians As
sociation and. Links Inc.
Survivors include her hus
band, Robert L; a son,
Robert Jr.; a granddaugh
ter, Carlee Creal; a brother,
Irving Sanchez; and several
nieces and nephews.

her native Live Oak. A
retired preschool teacher,
she received her certifica
tion from Gibbs Junior
College. She attended
Bethel Metropolitan Ba
ptist Church and was a
member of the Bay City
Court 109 Heroines of
Jericho, Electa Assembly
147 Golden Circle and

Harram Court 96 Daugh
ters of Isis. Survivors
include two sisters, Mae
Bannister, St. Petersburg,
and
Eva
Beckett,
Philadelphia; a stepdaugh
ter, Virginia Arno, Plant
City; six grandchildren;
and five great-grandchil
dren.
McRae Funeral
Home, St. Petersburg.

Brock Peters, Black Veteran Actor From "To Kill A
Mockingbird" Dies of Cancer at 78
By Gary Gentile
Associated Press Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP)
- Actor Brock Peters, best
known for his heartbreak
ing performance .as the
black man falsely accused
of rape in "To Kill a
Mockingbird," died Tue
sday at his home after bat
tling pancreatic cancer. He
was 78.
Peters was diagnosed
with the disease in January
and had been receiving
chemotherapy treatment,
according to Marilyn
Darby, his longtime com
panion. His condition be
came worse in recent
weeks. He died peacefully
in bed, surrounded by fam
ily, she said. Peters was
bom George Fisher on July

2, 1927 in New York. His
long film career began in
the 1950s with the land
mark
productions
of
"Carmen Jones" in 1954
and "Porgy and Bess" in
1959.
In recent years, he
played Admiral Cartwright
in two of the "Star Trek"
feature films. He also
appeared in numerous TV
shows. His distinctive deep
bass voice was often used
for animated characters. He
was perhaps best known
for portraying accused
rapist Tom Robinson,
defended by Gregory
Peck's Atticus Finch in the
1962 film "To Kill a
Mockingbird." Peters paid
tribute to Peck after he died
in 2003,

"In art there is com
passion, in compassion
there is humanity, with
humanity there is generosi
ty and love," Peters said.
"Gregory Peck gave us
these attributes in full
measure."
Peters recounted how
shortly before he was to
start filming, he was awak
ened early on a Sunday
morning by a phone call
from Peck to welcome him
to the production. He was
so surprised, he recalled,
that he dropped the tele
phone.
"I worked over the
years in many, many pro
ductions, but no one ever
again called me to wel
come me aboard, except
perhaps the director and the

producer, but not my fellow
actor-to-be."
In May,
Peters was on hand as
Harper Lee, the reclusive
author of "To Kill a
Mockingbird," made a rare
step into the limelight to be
honored by the Los
Angeles Public Library.
In "Carmen Jones,"
Peters worked with Do
rothy Dandridge and Harry
Belafonte. Otto Prem
inger's
production
of
"Porgy" starred Sidney
Poitier and Dandridge, and
featured Sammy Davis Jr.,
Pearl Bailey and Diahann
Carroll as well as Peters.
Among Peters' other
films
were
"Soylent
Green," "The L-Shaped
Room" and "The Pawn
broker."
His accolades

include a National Film
Society Award, a Life
Achievement Award from
the Screen Actors Guild,
and a Tony Award nomina
tion for his performance on
Broadway in "Lost in the
Stars."
In a 1985 story by The
Associated Press on blacks
in the movies, Peters said
there had been a string of
recent
hits
involving
blacks, but "I have been
here a long time, and I have
seen this cycle happen
before. I'll wait awhile and
see if this flurry of activity
leads to anything perma
nent."
Peters was a widower
and has one daughter, Lise
Jo Peters.

Former Negro League Star Dies at 103
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By The Associated Press
CHICAGO - Former
Negro Leagues star Ted
"Double Duty" Radcliffe,
believed to be the oldest
living professional baseball
player, died recently. He
was-103.
Radcliffe, given his
singular nickname by
sports
writer, Damon
Runyon after catching
Satchel Paige in the first
game of a doubleheader in
the 1932 Negro League
World Series and pitching a
shutout in the second game,
died from complications
after a long bout with can
cer, the Chicago White Sox
said.
Radcliffe was frequent
ly in the crowd at U.S.

Cellular Field and occa
sionally visited the White
Sox clubhouse. He made it
a tradition in recent years
to throw out the first ball on
his July 7 birthday
Two weeks ago, he was
scheduled to travel to
Alabama for a ceremony at
95-year-old
Rickwood
Field} where he played for
the Birmingham Black
Barons in the mid-1940s,
but fell ill and was hospital
ized in Chicago.
"Double Duty shared
such a love for baseball and
a passion for life," White
Sox owner Jerry Reinsdorf.
"We all loved to see him at
the ballpark, listen to his
stories and share in his
laughter. He leaves such

a

great legacy after experi
encing so much history and
change during his long life.
He will be missed by all of
us with the White Sox."
In May, Radcliffe was
among 14 Negro Leagues
players honored in a
pregame ceremony at RFK
Stadium
before
the
Chicago Cubs played
Washington. Sitting in a
golf cart behind the plate,
Radcliffe made the ceremo
nial first pitch by handing
the ball to Nationals coach
Don Buford.
Radcliffe noted that the
game had changed since he
retired in the 1950s.
"It ain't like if used to be.
There used
be some
good pitchers. There aren't

to

ballplayers like there used
to be. It's a shame," he said.
A six-time All-Star - fit
tingly, three times aS a
pitcher and three times as a
catcher - Radcliffe outlived
his contemporaries in the
Negro Leagues and players
from his era in the majors.
Strict records on the minor
leagues from those days are
not kept, but there .are no
players known to have been
older than Radcliffe.
As he approached his 100th
birthday, Radcliffe was liv
ing in a retirement center
about a half-mile from
Comiskey Park. His apart
ment was filled with bats,
gloves, plaques, posters,
and his easy chair sat next
to a window facing a sand-

lot:
Radcliffe was raised in
Mobile, Ala., and went on
to play for more than 15
teams in the Negro
Leagues from the late
1920s to the early 1950s.
His brother, Alex, also
played in the league.
Radcliffe roomed with
Jackie Robinson with the
Kansas City Monarchs in

1945, two years before
Robinson broke baseball's
color barrier in the majors,
and also managed in the
Negro Leagues.
At age 96, Radcliffe
returned to the field, throw
ing one pitch for the
Schaumburg Flyefs in an
independent
Northern
League game.
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Take Your Burdens to
the Lord
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The News We Need:
Finding Balance in an Age of Spin
Join us for an evening of engaging conversation with
journalists on various aspects of how the news is
presented

Wednesday September l4th, 2005 6 p.m.
Eckerd College, 4200 54th Ave S in St. Petersburg

This is a free event with a light dinner.
RSVP to doublec2@verizon.net
Presented by the Roundtable, (hUp:Z/www,previewforum.coni/btml/journalism_bias/),

Business and Professional Women-St. Petersburg/Pinellas (www.bpwstpelersburg.org), St.

SERVING ALL FAITHS SINCE 1987
Traditional - Memorial arid
Chapel Services
Cremation
World Wide Shipping
Monuments for All Cemeteries
We arrange Military Honors and
Serve All National Cemeteries
for Veterans
“Upholding a tradition of service from our family to yours”
Helping families to honor their loved ones in a truly personal way

Peiersburg Metropolitan Section of the National Council of Negro Women

(http://www.ncnw.org/index.him). The Poynter Institute (www.poynter.org), Eckerd College
(www.eekerd.edu ) and The League of Women Voters St. Pete

(http://grouiK.yahoo.com/group/LWVSPA) with funding from The Ford Foundation

727-894-2266 / FAX 821-8728
1534 18th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL 33705
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Cheerleader has all the

standing triumphs.

even hip-hop. Twelve fina

the ages of 14 and 22 are

right moves to score you a

As co-founder of Arlay

definite win in box office

lists' will compete on na

Enterprise, Ms. Stevens

hits.

tional simulcasts for a re

along with her business

cording contract, and will

partner Arianne Price, is

sOught after choreogra

join

currently

producing

phers of 2005, Shay Latte

World Vision to encourag

Twenty-1;

moving,

has surpassed the accom

ing giving back from the

refreshing, and hip come-

plishments of some veter

dy/drama premiering this

ans without having an

Fall.

Shayla (Shay Latte) Stevens

agent" or manager on her

a

program

sponsor

abundance they have.
Unlike other competi
tions, live audiences will

All are invited to expe

vote via ballot at the church

side. Her raw talent infused

leader, her latest accom-

While working qn the proj-

rience the parties, realiza

with creative dance ar

and school audition sites,

plishment will be reflected

ect ’with Director Rob

tions, and trials of life dur

rangements, consistent ex

and during the final founds

in the soon to be released

Hardy (Rainforest Films),

ing that age of ultimate

of the competition, satellite

ecution, accurate methods,

smashing box. office (Fall

Shayla took oh the impres

change; the age some can't
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and motivating instruction,

2005) Sony Screen Gems

sive opportunity of simul

wait to reach and others
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has landed the petite fem

Pictures smashing hit The

taneously serving as As

will never forget Twenty; 1.

formances and vote via

me, opportunities which
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stars,

sistant to the Director, a

Ms. Stevens; will transform

phone and internet.

normally takes others years

Boris Kodjoe, Edris Elba,

the entertainment industry

to obtain.

As many as one-mil

Tamyra Gray (American

Featured dancer, as well as
the musical choreographer

by redefining the way films

lion contestants will be re

Idol, Boston Public), Omar

of the entire film.

are made and seen, as well

duced to 500 in a few short

Being no stranger to
film, Shayla capitalized on

as create award-winning

weeks in October. Leading

theatrical productions. The
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accolades from stars Vivica

immense introduction of

personalities will select 24

A. Fox and Shemar Moore,

semi-finalists from which

sen via online voting by the

With great aspirations,
Shayla

Latte"

"Shay

featuring
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Gooding,
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Stevens, will revolutionize

Adams, and Nona Gaye,

the entertainment industry

including

with her essence.
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tial will ultimately result in
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ed from the directions of
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to the popularity of the

Achieving a position on the

Being one of the most

leading

stream music is a testimony

(BlackNews.com) - Shay

of

Bill

tists from gospel to main

22-year old Shayla (Shay Latte) Stevens lands a movie deal as the musical
choreographer in smashing hit film "The Gospel”
ATLANTA,

Stated

she worked with the actors

V
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Sept. 4, 2005
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Rev. Dwayne Craig, Pastor

HWWOAl

S9MCESM0.

the 12 finalists will be cho

All American Gospel audi

at McCabe United
Methodist Church
Showtime: 3:00pm

DRS. LIGON & LIGON D O S.

B iWfeM ft pobliWarking $s.

EARL W, GAINEY N.O.A.

« „

•

- N6 COOLERS

CHS COMPANY

ence.

CHURCH DIRECTORY
£.

FZron.

«
955 - 20th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712

1820 - 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 821-3265

Phone: 894-4311
www.mzprogressive.org

Sunday-School: 9:00 a.m.
Worship Service: 8:00 a.m. • 10:00 a.m.
Wednesday, Prayer Meeting: 7:00-8:00 p.m.
Wednesday, Bible Study: 8:00-9:00 p.m.
(Adult and Youth)

Are you a

Sabbath Observer?
Looking for
a good church with a Pentecostal atmosphere.
Well, Come to the House of God.

bishop johnny

The House of God
Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
Bible Study

WILLIAMS and wife, LADY
CALQUETTA WILLIAMS
Daughters of Zion Women $ Ministry -

Sabbath Every Friday 7:30 p.m.
Sabbath Morning 10:30 a.m.

Mondays - 7:30 P.M.
Praise & Worship Joy Night

Sabbath School

Sabbath Evening 1:30 p.m.

Praise & Worship Service

Sunday Available for Service

Church: 813-248-1907

Pastor Johnny L. Williams, Jr.
bishopwilliamstannpa@hotmail.com

3403 N. 34th Street

Tampa, FI 33605

GOOD
SAMARITAN
BAPTIST
CHURCH

Reverend Larry R. Williams, Sr.

Pastor Louis M.
Murphy, Sr,

None
Is
Perfect
But
The
Father!

Sunday School .................8:00 a.m.
Worship Service..................................... 9:00 a.m.
Wednesday, Prayer Meeting . .6:30-7:00 p.m.
Wednesday, Bible Study
7:00-8:00 p.m.

Greater Gt. Paul
Missionary Baptist Church
532 33rd Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL

Sunday School

............... 9:30 a m.

Morning Worship

11:00 a.m.

Evening Worship .... 6 p.m.
Baptist Training Union 5 p.m.

Tuesday Night
General Bible Study

Thursday Night Prayer
Meeting & Teachers Meeting
Rev. Clyde Williams

We welcome you at all times.

Saint John Triipitive Baptist Church
Elder Benjamin Adams, Jr., Senior Pastor
Church address: 1002 Palmetto Street, Clearwater, FL 33755
Mailing address: P.O. Box 1235, Clearwater, FL 33755
•Church Phone: (727) 443-1861 • Fax: (727) 443-043,1
Email: sjpbc@tampabay.mcom
Radio dial: 1340 AM 11:30 am - 1:30 pm
Radio internet: tantalk 1340.com

Scheduled Services: Early Morning - 8:00 am
Church School - 9:45 am
Mid-Morning Il :00 am
Mid-week Family Night Bible J

Elder Benjamin Adams, Jr.,
Senior Pastor

Theme: “Movers of the Christ Purpose”

Edifying the Church; Evangelizing the Community (Acts 1:4-8)

Bethel African Methodist Episcopal
Church
Rev. Jimmie B. Keel, pastor
"We're Busy os Bees - But Sweet As Honey"
912 Third Avenue North, St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Phone: 727-822-2089
Church School
.............
.................9:00 A.M
New Member Class ................................................... 9.QQ A M
Morning Worship . . . . .......................... io-3O A.M
Prayer / Bible Study . . .................................... Tuesday 7:00 PM
Youth Bible Study.......................................... Thursday 6:00 PM

RELIGIOUS NEWS continues
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CHURCH DIRECTORY
BETHEL METROPOLITAN BAPTIST CHURCH
3455 - 26th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33711
Telephone (727) 327-0554 • Fax (727) 327-0240
E-mail: bchurch5@tampabay.rr.com

L. R Davis

Memorial Baptist Church

Greater Mt. Zion African Methodist
Episcopal Church
919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg,,FL 33712
email; mchurchl@tampabay.rr.com
Website: www.greatermtzioname.org

2700 5th Ave. So., St.
Petersburg, Fla.

Sunday Worship Services
Sunday School

8:00 am •

Rev. Darrel Davis, Sr.

9:30 am

Prayer Meeting (Wednesday)
Bible Study

Pastor

7:00 pm

Sunday School............................................. 9:30am

7:30 pm

“God’s House In The City'

Rev. Rickey L. Houston

MorningWorship........................................ 11:00am
Evening Service........................................... 6:00pm
Prayer Meeting, Bible Study

Community (Cljurci)

Rev. Clarence Williams,
Pastor

Early Morning Worship .................................... 7:30 a.m.
Sunday School ........................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ................................................ 11:00 a.m.
Monday - Bible1 Study ..................6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
Vintage Bible Study ........................ 11:00 a.m. - 12 noon
Prayer Service .........................6:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Service ................................................... 7:00 p.m.
All Male Bible Study, Thursday ...........6:30 p.m.

Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday

Wednesday.......... 7:30pm

The Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor

727-327-2009

P.O. Box 15935 • St. Petersburg, FL 33733

• 8:30 a.mJTape Ministry • Bus Ministry

Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393
"The church with a heart in the heart of the city" .

Wisdom School 9:50 AM • Morning Worship 10:30 AM

Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 PM (Wed.)
The Reverend Aaron V. Gaskin . ................................................................................................... .....

. Associate Pastor

Finance Ministry................................................................................................................... ...................................................................... James Robinson
Children & Youth Ministry.........................................................................................................................................................Joyce Robinson

Clerk Ministry.................................................................................................. ..... ........................................................................................... Wyvonnia McGee

"A Church With Passion for God and Compassion for People"

Stewart-Isom Memorial
Christian
Methodist
Episcopal Church
1820 Walton Street S.
St. Pete, FL 33712
(813) 327-0593

Pentecostal fenjple Cljurck of God ip Christ
2230 - 22nd Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 894-6764 • (727) 550-0388
Elder William E. Anderson, Pastor

Rev. A. Anthony Robinson III

'

i

Morning Glory
Sunday
Sunday School
Morning Worship
Community Bible Study Tuesday
Prayer & Bible Study
Wednesday
Intercessory Prayer
Saturday

9:00 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
5:45 a.m.

Sunday School: 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship: 11:00 a.m.
Bible Study: Thursday, 7:00 p.m.

Phillipians 3:14 “I press towards the mark for the
prize of the high calling of God in Christ Jesus”

Lakeview Presbyterian Church
1310 22nd Avenue South - St. Petersburg, FL 33705
(727) 822-0784
Sunday Worship - 10:30am (Nursery Provided)
Sunday School (Adults and Children) - 9:30am
Sunday Choir - 9:30am
Gospel Choir- Mondays 6pm
Bible Study - Wednesdays 6pm
Home of Operation Attack

"Doing justice, loving kindness, and walking humbly with our God."

10th Street Church Of God
207 - 10th Street North • St. Petersburg, FL 33705
(727) 898-9407
Sunday School.................................................. 9:30 a.m.
MorningWorship............................................11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Evening Prayer......................6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Night Bible Study .................7:30 p.m.

church wording together for the upbuilding ofQods kingdom”

Macedonia Freewill Baptist Church
M
F

Friendship

The church where what Gods word, teaches
zs practiced!

Rev. Ronald L. Bell, Pastor

Missionary Baptist

Elder: Tony Smith
ik

Rev. Todd and Ceska Sutton

900 - 16th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
Office (727) 895-4900 • Fax (727) 895-4990
Pastor (727) 895-2119
Sunday Morning Service 8:00 a.m. • Sunday Mid-Morning 11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Nite Prayer Meeting, Bible Study 7:00 p.m.

Communion is observed quarterly the first Sunday after every 5th Sunday.

The Church Where Everyone is Welcome

3300 - 31st Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 906-8300

ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
Pastor John A. Evans

Sunday 7:45 AM and
11 AM Worship
Sunday School 9:3Q AM
Tuesday *
7 PM Youth Church Enrichment
Wednesday
Noonday Bible Study and
Bread of Life
7 PM Prayer and Bible Study

Queen Street

Schedule of Services
Church School ............ ..
.9:30 a.m.
MorningWorship. ........\10:45 a.m.
Baptist Training Union ......... .5 p.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
Thursday ........... 9:30 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Rev. Brian K. Brown

Church Os God In Christ

“One. week,from church makes one weak;”

Ordained Missionary
Johnnie Mae Howard
Caff: 727 895-5239

1732 9th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33712
(727) 896-4356

“Woman After

9:00 A.M. - Tuesday Prayer
7:00 P.M. - Wednesday Bible Study

Qods
Own “
Heart...

Telephone #: (727) 327-0015 • Fax #: (727) 327-0021
Office Hours: Monday thru Thursday
10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

Early Morning Worship ..-..................................................7:00 a.m.
Sunday School................................... ......,......................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship.-......................................
...10:50 a.m.
Baptist Training Union.............................................4:30 p.m.
Communion....................................:...7:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study
Wednesdays.......................................................'...............7:30 pm.

Cafffor “Prayers &
Testimonies

Rev. G. M. Curry

The Rock of Jesus Missionary Baptist Church

THE ROCK OF JESUS’ NEW LOCATION:
3940 - 18th AVENUE SOUTH
St. Petersburg, Florida
(formerly Childs Park United Methodist Church)

2550 9th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL

Spirituaffu Connected

YPWW First and Third Sunday of
Each Month after Morning Service

Church School....................9:15 a.m. — 10:00 a.m.
Devotion: 10:00 a.m. — 10:15 a.m.
Praise and Worship: 10:15 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.
Morning Worship Service: 10:30 a.m.
Bible Study each Tuesday evening at 6:30 p.m.
Van service is available by-calling:. (727) 327-0015

0

Rev. Frank

20th Street
Church Of
Christ
820 20th Street South
St. Pete, FL
Home: 896-8006
Sunday Morning Bible Class ................. 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship ...................10:30 a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday ...................7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship . .......5:00 p.m.
Monday Evening Bible .Class .......7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class...........7:00 p.m.

Pastor

Dominion Worship Ministries
“Come

Dominion Over Your Life Now”

Sunday

8am, 10am Morning Worship
lst & 3rd Sunday
5pm Evening Celebration
Monday

Noonday Prayer
7pm Hour of Power Prayer
Wednesday

Noonday Prayer
5:30-9:30pm
“Inside the Family”

W.

Peterman, Jr.

“The Church Where Everybody Is Somebody”

Thursday

2120 - 19th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL.33712

Worship & Performing Arts Ministry
Monday. Wednesday. Saturday

6am Prayer

First Baptist Institutional Church

Dominion Worship Ministries
4016 - 12th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33711
727-321-8574 - dwc.tripod.com

Sunday Services:

3144 THIRD AVENUE SOUTH
St. Petersburg, FL

Church School........................9am
Praise & Worship Service.... l0:30am

Phone: 323-7518

Tuesday Services:

Rev. Wayne O. Thompson, Pastor

Prayer Service........................6:30pm
Bible Study.................................7pm

- 9:30 a.m.

Pastor & Lady Doyle P. Scott, Sr.
Partners in Ministry

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

(727) 896.-5228

Sunday School

GkuSuch

Qteateb Kina ILoamjA

Elder A.P. Conage, Pastor
8:00 A.M. - Sunday Service
9:30 A.M. - Sunday School
11:00 A.M. - Morning Service

1301, - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL

Rev. Carlos Senior

Your Church Ad Could Be

Here Working Bor You!

Pastor

Morning Worship - tl:OO
Come Worship With
the

First Baptist Family

a.m.

Join us as ateh/t up the name ofJesus

Email Your Ad to:
smfaith @ tampabay.rr.com
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CLASSIFIED ADS...get results!
Part-Time Community Health
Outreach Worker

Touching fives...
Lifting spirits...
Enriching careers

avnmunty tor nearly 30 years Conte
and find the satisfaction of sharing

pad of

latent and skills ae
an
orpnnvJinn that otters a wide array

ot

programs and services
Rnetos residents

tor

all

We have career opportunities

instruction,

including

Microsoft

Word,

Excel, Windows XP, Adobe Photoshop, and

other related programs. Must also be able to
tear a computer down, and' be able to put

back together.

A.N.G.E.L.S. * WANTED

Boley Centers for
Behavioral Health Care
has employment opportuni
ties available.
Please call our jobline or
visit our website lor
an up-to-date list of our
openings.
Jobline: (727) 821-4819 x8
website:
www.boleycenters.org

Must be proficient in all areas of computer

Needed for new Midtown Health Council.
Must be focused on health needs of the com
munity and abreast of health services offered
by various organizations in the surrounding
area.
If interested, please fax resume to
(727) 327-7572.

The Has pee of the F

hns been honored to serve out

yow

Part-Time Technology
Coordinator

Network Group or Early Learning Substitutes)

(Access

Begin a new career in just 3-4 weeks working In selected
Pinellas County preschools as a substitute teacher.
If you have a H.S. diploma or G.E.D. and are 18 years or older
you may qualify for Free training
Evening classes will begin in the St Petersburg area August 30,2005
Day time classes will begin in the Pinellas Park/Largo area
September 27, 2005

Earn

Fax resume to (727) 327-

7572.

RNs • LPNs

$8.00 an hour

For more information, contact Coordinated Child Care of

Pinellas, Inc.
547-4274 and ask for Carol

Ftorida licensure required

CNAs/HHAs

or email csmith@childcarepinellas.org

FAMILY STRESS

Ftorida cert ileal ton required

CITY OF ST. PETERSBURG
NOTICE OF TESTING OF
BALLOT
TABULATION EQUIPMENT

Is your family, stressed due to a family
member abusing drugs or alcohol? If so,
Operation PAR provides substance abuse
and mental health treatment services for
adults and children. In some cases treat
ment services are provided at no cost.
Services are confidential. Prevention
services are also available to the public.

HR Dept. at (727) 588-2963 lor an
careers®thehospfce.org

www.thehospice.org

PLEASE
At Bright House Networks

BENNIE BRINSON
Insurance Agency

Ph: 727-328-9878
Fax: 727-328-9545

MIS SPECIALIST

(727) 544-3900, ext. 168

I

3600 - J 8 th Ave. So.

i

(727) 322-0024 or

I

(727) 865-7605

The selected candidate will possess Af- certification: previous IT
help desk support experience; wotking teowleaje of MS Office
Professional, Widows 2000/XP and PC hatoeare/software; and

solid understanding of base network troubleshooting. Strong
Wetpersonai coinmunfcation/customer service skills and a valid
Florida driver’s license are also required. MCP or Network +
certification is a plus.

* Corojne bff naive Benefit. Pociw^e Offered
ot at any of our payment cental tocattons.

eo&m/f/o/v.
P ree ripbyrrent tfruiy
sawn and background
check required.

ADVERTISERS!

bright
house
NCTWBRftl SWZ

J

When the Going
Gets Tough
The Tough Gets Going

I

Are you in college?
Retired?
Semi-retired?
Looking for Part-time Work?

Let the SCOOTER Store show
you why thousands of people
have trusted us to help them
regain their •independence.
From help with Medicare
and insurance paperwork to inhome delivery, we work
hard to earn your trust.

qualified candidates should apply In person at ora main office
at: 700 Carlton Parkway, Sitka 6, St. Petersburg, FL 33716;

Help change the world
one family at a time!
.J

Trust

As a fulrtima MIS Specialist, you wilt perform help-desk support
functions inrtutsng network user support, PC haware. printers
support, desktop OS, software application and basic netwotMrg.

OUR

Help a parent understand what their children can do
for their age.
Provide information on discipline techniques, being
consistent, stress reduction, nutrition, budgeting, how
to access community resources and much more.

r

L_.

IZING

Share your life skills with a parent!
Provide friendship and emotional support as they face
the unique challenges raising children in today’s society.

For further information contact:
Kathy Mize - Program Coordinator

now to see for yourself1

PATRON

PARENT AIDE VOLUNTEERS WANTED

Your Neighborhood
Insurance Agency
Specializing In
Affordable
Life»Health*Dental»Vision
Disability•Commercial
Liability & Bonds Also

People across the country ate teaming wtw out 21 million
customers already know: that Bright House Networks is
delivering the future ot information and entertainment. Join us

PAPER BY

4000 Gateway Centre Blvd., Ste. 200
Pinellas Park, FL 33782
www.HelpAChild.org

CALL: 727-214-5025

Eva Andujar
City Clerk

WE ALL SHINE!

OUR

Help A Child, Inc.

SAVE YOUR HOME
IT'S NOT TOO LATE.

In accordance with the provisions of Chapter
101.5612(1) Florida Statutes, notice is hereby given
that an Accuracy Test Certification of the ballot tab
ulating equipment to be used in the St. Petersburg
Non-Partisan Primary Election will be conducted
on Wednesday, September 7, 2005 at 9:00 o’clock
a.m., Tuesday, September 27, 2005, 9:00 o’clock
a.m., and Wednesday, September 28, 2005, at 2:00
o'clock p.m., at the Pinellas County Supervisor of
Elections Election Service Center, 14255 49th
Street North, Suite 202, Clearwater, Florida.

For more information,
Contact Gerald Syrkett
Operation PAR - Self-Sufficiency
Project
727-893-5438

SUPPORT

AVOID/STOP
FORECLOSURE.

If you can answer YES to any of the foregoing questions
This opportunity is for YOU!
If you like talking to people, like sales,
and looking for a great way to supplement your income...
You Could Be A Successful Newspaper Salesperson for

Weekly (ftyallettger

iX^The
SCOOTER Store
#1 Power Mobility Provider

Give Us a Call - You’ll Be Glad You Did

1-866-877-0630

CALLTODAY

please mention code:
INS18906

"There’s a Reason to Sell The Weekly Challenger"

(727) - 822-8996

Buying a Home? Renting? Equity Loan Investing? See our Real Estate Listing!
ifef®
AI
.

St. Petersburg FI. 337OS

p»m

<T2Tya«<-g<8s

Sara's&fa. FL 34239

: ? v.
>
e”'
Jane A. Payne

0 mls

REALTOR1

BUYER

Complete Real Estate Servicss or Rofetrats

Mordecai Walker, Broker

ERA

hsr h tRA* Office is

ano Opwattfi

elite

REALTOR®

BROKER

TRIPLE ROSE REALTY
■is

James Edward Martin

TRAVEL

Phone 727-09815543

Cell 727-439-6567

727-6500815

E-MaT3rosereatty@verizon.net

Pax

Call today for best rates (727) 867-1333

St. Petersburg, FL33705

Ceil: 727-798-0327
www.WaveReaftytconi |l

GULF COfiBST
INSPECTION SERVICES, INC.
17737 Long Point Drive • Rodingtoh Shores, FL 33708
sriritmerCtaropabay.rr.com

Email: travel@paulinejennings.com
Cv4Mkuf»cl«r

FAX: (727) 323-7584

DESI CALDWELL MCCARTHY
REALTOR®

Gulfport Boulevard
Gulfport, Florida 33707

5201

□3 MS

Call now for a
pre-approval decision
ERA

Four to the door

Be tour-step m«t$age {xogtw

(888) 307-8328

■

578-6113
MainLakes@aol.com

~

1

B

107% Financing
VA Loans

AnPMT
SI»

ASHl Certified Member *032188
SBCCl Certified Building Inspector

Coromafcial Loans

Apply bn-Una

Lee H. Lseter. Jr Down Payment Assistance
All Credri Considered
ConalrucBon Loan*
LoanoWcer
Rehabtoans
Home Equity lined Credit
Fixed Rato Homo Equity Loan
Wet Site: www.pobmQrtga8e.com

1081 - 62nd Ave S. Skyway Plaza
St Petarabuffl, FL 33705

Office: 727.885.9313 Fax: 727.888.66S4
M RTIttEO MEMBOR

Bus. Phone': (727) 321-1212

We make home loans easy,

(727) 579-9397

The ‘Point Of Begirtrang" tot your mortgage naada.

Office:

After Hours: (727) 347-6625

■
■
■
■

Email: teatoffSpobmortoaoe.com

STEVE ZIMMER

R. Pauline Jennings - Leisure Havel Specialist

JimM3rhn@WaveRealty.coni

(727)578-1495
(727) 867-0052
(727) 639-2694
(800)760-1495

POB Mortgage

Book your next Family Reunion at Sea.

St Peti

OFFICE
RESIDENCE
MOBILE
TOLL FREE
FAX:
24-HR. INFO.
E-Mail

MAINLANDS-LAKES REALTY, INC.
4501-B Mainlands Blvd • Pinellas Park, FL 33782

231 Drtflwood Road S.E.

Phone (727) 398-3894 • Fax (?27) 381-8584

Cruise 3,4,5^ Night Cruise or Longer

V 26G0lh Ave. N..........„...

I

MLSrw

SBIFP

Office: (941) 957-4677 Ext 435
Fax: (941) 957-3782
Celt: (941) 400-8075
Evenings: (941)377-8896
E-Mail: jsRe.payne@era.com

B 1320 Pinellas Point Or. So.

Summer Williams Watson, Realtor

s r:

MUL7)PLf c'STWG SereVTCe

3701 S. Osprey Avenue

r

I

Merritt Thomas Williams^ Broker

GARY GWI

Three "Roses’at Every Closing

ERA Mount Vernon Realty Co., Inc.

l

727 J2712)4/io»:727 J27 6789

Regiskrvd Keil btiilc Mier

Karey Johnson
Real Estate Consultant
Isla Del Sol Sales Division

2900 18th Avenue South

1

||B^^

St. Petersburg, FL 33712-2552

REALTOR

Email: LBrownRlty@aol.com
LouBrownRealty@aol.com
After Hours: 727-866-9168
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Shoppers’ Village on the Bayway

5901 Sun Boulevard, Suite 105
St. Petersburg, FL 33715
Office: 727.867.0161, Fax:

General Repaid, Roofing, Hauling,

727.864.5697

kareyjohnson @ era.com

HAVE A HOME TO SELL? INTERESTED IN RENTING? GET QUICK
RESULTS BY ADVERTISING WITH THE WEEKLY CHALLENGER!
FOR AD RATES, CALL OUR OFFICES AT (727) 896-2922 TODAY!
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HEALTH
Study Documents Need To Address Mammography
Pain In Black Women
them

The MammoPad breast cushion is a radiolucent,
FDA-cleared foam pad used on the mammogram
machine to make mammography more comfortable.
Dallas, TX — "A new
study from Johns Hopkins
researchers documents the
urgent need to ease mam
mography pain experi
enced by many AfricanAmerican women," said
Baylor breast surgeon Gail

Lebovic, M.D.
The study, published in
the August 2005 issue of
the Journal of Community
Health, found that 76% of
African-American women
reported mammography
discomfort, with 96% of

blaming

machine

compression. Of those
women, a statistically sig
nificant percentage said
discomfort from the proce
dure made it less likely
they would have another
mammogram within two
years. The survey encom
passed 530- black women,
age 45 and older, who
lived in urban settings.
"Unfortunately, AfricanAmerican women are
already less likely than
white American women to
get regular mammograms.
We know that black
women are more likely to
die of breast cancer
because they present at a
later stage of disease," Dr.
Lebovic said. "This new
study now shows that, due
to mammography pain,

many black women don't
get mammograms that
could save their lives.
These findings underscore
the medical necessity of
making
mammography
more comfortable."
Dr. Lebovic is the
inventor
of
the
MammoPad breast cush
ion, an FDA-cleared, soft
foam pad designed to
make mammograms more
comfortable. Numerous
published clinical studies
have shown MammoPad
significantly reduces the
kind, of pain that deters
women from getting regu
lar mammograms.
Among
AfricanAmerican women 'who
have benefited from the
MammoPad is Gratia
Wright, a focus group

Most Florida Youngsters Avoiding
Ciga rettes
TALLAHASSEE,
Fla.
(AP) _ Most Florida
.youngsters are shunning
the temptation to try ciga
rettes, continuing a signif
icant drop over the last
seven years, according to
a
survey
released
Thursday by the state
health agency.
About a quarter of

Florida's, middle school
students and nearly half of
its high school students
have tried smoking, the
survey showed?
As
recently as 1998. nearly 7
of every 10 high school
students said they'd tried
cigarettes.
In middle school, 25.5
percent of Florida pupils

said they've tried smok
ing, down from 26.7 per
cent in 200.4 and consider
ably lower than the 43
percent who said back in
1998 that they'd tried
smoking.
The Department of
Health's Florida Youth
Tobacco Survey also
showed that about 7 per

moderator and owner of
First Research, based in
Greensboro, N.C. "I knew
the value of annual mam
mograms before, but the
pain of getting them was
so excruciating that I
stopped,"
she
said.
"Learning about the breast
cushion made it possible
for me to get mammo
grams again, and without
pain." Wright added that
she hoped MammoPad, in
conjunction with the new
study
findings,
will
"encourage more AfricanAmerican women to get
the regular mammograms
they need.
Dr. Lebovic noted that
in addition to the breast
cushion, other steps to
reduce
mammography
pain include taking an

analgesic before the exam,
and not scheduling a mam
mogram in the week
before a woman's menstru
al period, when her breasts
are more likely to be ten
der.
"Reducing mammog
raphy discomfort will help
us all reach our shared goal
of making sure that ever)'
woman
gets
regular
screening mammograms,
which have been demon
strated to save lives," said
Jill Anderson, President of
BioLucent, Inc., maker of
MammoPad. "This effort
is especially important for
minority women, who
have lower rates of breast
screening than Caucasian
women.
The study by Johns
Hopkins researchers has

been given added urgency
by publication of a sepa
rate study by the National
Medical
Association.
Released in late July, this
study
reported
that
African-Americans have
become even more likely
to die of cancer than
whites. While the death
rate for cancer has been
declining for both races,
the study found there has
been more progress in
reducing cancer deaths
among whites.
"Taken together, these
two studies point to some
thing of a crisis in health
care for African-American
women," said Dr. Lebovic.
"In order to decrease the
death rates from breast
cancer in the underserved
community, it's essential

that we use proven meas
ures to make it easier for
African-American women
to get regular mammo
grams:"
Dr. Lebovic is an inter
nationally
recognized
breast surgeon specializing
in oncoplastic surgery.
Now lead surgeon at
Baylor
Breast
Care
Specialists of North Texas,
she has previously held
positions at Stanford
University Medical Center
and the University of
Southern Califomia/Norris
Comprehensive Cancer
Center. She is a co-founder
of BioLucent, Inc. and a
Fellow of the American
College of Surgeons, and
sits on the board of the
American
Society
of
Breast Disease.

Overloaded Backpacks a Pain for
School Children

cent of middle school
pupils and about 16 per
cent of high school stu
dents report they currently
smoke: That number has
also dropped dramatically,
decreasing by 60 percent
among middle school
pupils and by 43 percent
among high school stu
dents since 1998.

By Oseye T. Boyd
The Star Press
MUNCIE, Ind.
Doris O'Bryant tries to
buy the smallest bookbag
she can for each of her
three children.
The bag should be big
enough for essential items
like pens, pencils and
paper, but small .enough
that the kids can't carry

several books in them.
Instead, O'Bryant insists
that her children carry
their books in their arms.
O'Bryant is trying to pro
tect her youngsters from
something adults and a
growing number of chil
dren suffer from back
pain.
Heavy bookbags are a
concern for parents and

physicians alike. Back
pain has not been normal
ly associated with child
hood, pediatrician Kirk
Perry said, and heavy
backpacks could be the
culprit behind a growing
number of cases.
"We tend to take
backaches somewhat seri
ously in kids," said Perry,
who works at CHS

Pediatrics. "We don't see
that in little kids except
with the backpacks."
Carrying a bookbag on
one shoulder causes an
uneven distribution of
weight on one side of the
body. When children com
plain of back pain, back
pack use is one of the first
things discussed, Perry
said.

ENTERTAINMENT
BET. Kicks Off Senior Year With One of the Hottest
Tours to Ever Hit Black College Campuses
On-Campus Event Exclusively for College Students Launches September 8 at Tennessee State University
with Stops Planned at 14 Historically Black Colleges and Universities
develop new and innova
tive outlets to reach stu
dents and provide a day of
positive interaction," said
Michelle Garner, BET's
Advertising Sales Vice
President of Special Pro
jects and Event Marketing.
"Southwest Airlines is
proud to be a part of such
an exciting HBCU event as
it continues to grow in pop
ularity every year," said
Rob Brown director of
multicultural marketing for
The Humanities Building iat Tennessee State University the Dallas-based airline.
"Our sponsorship simply
in Nashville.
underscores the communi
Washington, DC
- will be hosted by BET's- ties we can reach by part
HBCUs get ready, because on-air talent and feature nering with the BET Black
college campuses will exciting live performances College Tour."
After a highly success
never be the same again! from Universal/Motown
ful
freshman year on the
recording
artists.
This fall, BET is hitting the
Tour,
RAP CITY Top Ten
road for the Black College
will
once
again tape from
Procter
and
Gamble
is
once
Tour, and with three suc
the
schools
- each Friday
cessful years under its belt, again the Tour's presenting
with
the
show's
new host,
"Senior Fever" is definitely sponsor. Pontiac, Pepsi,
J-Nicks.
As
in
previous
in the air! Alongside some Southwest Airlines, the
years,
the
Black
College
of its key marketing part U.S. Air Force, Verizon
Tour
will
also
include
bas
ners, BET will provide a Wireless, and Univer
ketball'
tournaments,
day of entertainment, ga sal/Motown, are all associ
mes, contests, and product ate sponsors, many for a freestyle rap, and singing
samples/information, for third or fourth year. contests, video game com
current students at 14 his McDonald's® joins the petitions, music perform
torically Black colleges Tour this year and will pro ances, product sampling
and universities. Stalling at vide students with an "i'm and, a career center. The
endeavor is part of BET's
Tennessee State University lovin' it(TM)" experience.
continual effort to support
While
we
continue
to
in Nashville on September
historically Black colleges
8, the events will be on bring campuses all of the
campus and targeted to exciting elements that have and universities.
The
overwhelming
wards college students become student favorites,
success
of
the
BET Black
presently enrolled in the we are constantly working
College
Tour
can
be attrib
host institutions. Festivities with sponsors each year to

uted to the support and
generosity of the Tour
sponsors who provide rele
vant, engaging and inform
ative entertainment and
professional networking
opportunities for minority
students; Previous Black
College Tours have includ
ed free roundtrip airline
tickets
courtesy
of
Southwest Airlines; new
product samples from
Procter & Gamble; a
Verizon Wireless 3-point
basketball shoot-out con
test; a Pepsi Flow freestyle
rap competition; as well as
free concerts from Uni
versal/Motown hit artists
including Akon (SRC),
Granddaddy Souf (SRC),
and new up & coming
artists.
The following are the
dates and schools BET is
scheduled to visit during
the 2005 BET Black
College Tour:

2005 BET Black College Tour Schedule
September 8........ .............. Tennessee State University
Nashville, TN
September 16......................... Jackson State University
Jackson, MS
September 23.......................... Clark Atlanta University
Atlanta, GA
September 30---................ Bethune-Cookman College
Daytona, FL
October 7..................................... Grambling University
Grambling, LA
October 1.3.................................. Tuskegee University
Tuskegee, AL
October 14............................ Alabama State University
Montgomery, AL
October 19............... .
Florida A&M University
Tallahassee, FL
October 26 ••■■■■■•■........ .••••-■Virginia Union University
Richmond, VA
October 28 ••......North Carolina A&T State University
Greensboro, NC
November 3 ................... Prairie View A&M University
Prairie View, TX
November 4..................... -Texas Southern University
Houston, TX
November 9.....................Johnson C. Smith University
Charlotte, NC
November 11............... South Carolina State University
•Orangeburg, SC
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The New Negro
Magazine To Debut
In October 2005
Chicago, IL — The New
Negro Magazine will make
its, print debut on October
15th. This bi-monthly maga
zine will be distributed in
seven states including Illinois,
Wisconsin, and Indiana, in a
planned circulation rate of
10,000.
The magazine is dedicat
ed to identifying areas of selfimprovement for AfricanAmerican men ages 25-54,
who are head of households
or self-employed, in small
and mid-size markets.
The magazine's major
focus is to inform its audience
about the issues that have the
potential to empower them
selves and their communities
in three specific areas: I)
Improving SelfAwareness, 2)
Building Strong Families, 3)
Shaping Public Policy,
Image, and Opinions.
For just $25 a year, inter
ested ones can subscribe to
the magazine by visiting
www.thenewnegro.com or by
sending an email to subscriptions@thenewnegro.com The first 1,000 subscribers
will receive a free New Negro
Magazine t-shirt.
The
New
Negro
Magazine is seeking writers
who offer an alternative to the
rampant individualism that is
distorting the American histo-

‘TUB’

HEW H1GB0

Magazine cover (premier
issue)
iy and destroying the culture
ofAfrican descendants.
Serious, analytical writ
ers who can generate discus
sion, reasonable conclusions,
and the potential for change
are welcome to send their
submissions to submis
sions® thenewnegro.com All submissions must be
received 30 days prior to pub
lication.

Are You A
Subscriber?
Subscribe
Today
The Weekly
Challenger
(727)
896-2922
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Cordially invite you to join us at the

New Progress Energy Building
Project Symposium & Reception

an overhead view of the French Quarters Under
water

Photo credit: Kyle Niemi/U.S. Coast Guard

The storm has passed, but the destruction done
by Hurricane Katrina has become the new
reality for Gulf Coast residents. TheU.S. Coast
Guard is among the agencies andservices
assessing the damage and conducting searchand-rescue operations.

Thousands of homeless people drift though
the city of New Orleans wondering about their
fate.

Thursday, September 8, 2005

6:30 PM - 8:30 PM
Orange Blossom Catering Banquet Facility

220 Fourth Street North

«

Saint Petersburg, Florida
Come listen, network, and have fun as we discuss the project and provide details about

potential business opportunities available to women and minority-owned firms.

Please R.S.V.P. by Tuesday September 6, at (727) 823-4500.

Photo credit: CNN

Debris from a collapsed building covers several vehicles in downtown New Orleans on Monday.

IMPRESS YOUR GRILL.

As soon as it hits the grill, it’s on. Each cut of Publix

Premium Certified Beef is USDA Choice and specially

chosen to ensure the perfect

balance of leanness and

flavor, bite after juicy, tender

bite. For beef a cut above the rest, the only way to go

is Publix Premium Certified Beef.

www.publix.com
02005 Publix Asset Manaymna Company

ublix.

IT'S BEEN OUR PLEASURE.

